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1. Introduction 

“Yesterday when you sent those questions [for the interview], I started to think 

about them. Many people who come to this class and visit here say that “you have 

a lovely atmosphere!”, and then I am like “Yes, that´s true!”. But what is it then 

exactly, when you take it apart, where does it come from? I feel good, as it is truly 

a result of hard work!” (Interview, teacher) 

The teacher of the preparatory class, where this study was conducted, describes how 

people who have visited the class have wondered about the “lovely atmosphere”. For me it 

was no different. As I first entered this preparatory class in spring 2015 to accomplish a 

practice, I was convinced that it was the most compassionate class where I have ever been. 

I spent eight unforgettable weeks there and got inspired by the warm-hearted approach and 

the close-knit atmosphere in the class. The air was full of positive comments, cheering and 

laughter, and the teacher herself described the classroom atmosphere as “Everyone loves” 

–atmosphere. Only the question “what exactly makes the lovely atmosphere?” remained 

open. Is it truly a result of hard work? 

As I wrote my bachelor thesis on school´s possibilities to enhance compassion, I became 

convinced of the importance and the necessity of compassion in today´s world and 

especially in schools. Ruiz and Minguez (2001, p. 156) argue that if our society consisted 

of more compassionate people, people would use their knowledge for common good 

instead of continual competition and domination. By pursuing a more compassionate 

education, teachers, pupils and other school workers can make a great difference in the 

upcoming generation of decision makers’ and possibly, in this way, also make a difference 

in the wellbeing of numerous people.  

Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, p. 5) define compassion, in short, as empathy in action. Hedge 

and Mackenzie (2012, p. 201) use the definition “seeing others as fellow human beings 

worthy of dignity”. These two definitions refer to essential elements of compassion; it is 

actively striving for change and it is based on human dignity. Other important aspects of 

compassion are alleviation of suffering, wisdom, experience of interdependence, 

responsibility and morality. Arnot, Pinson and Candappa (2009, p. 253) see the source of 

compassion in the sense of shared humanity. When pupils and teachers are compassionate, 

they are concerned about wellbeing of others. I acknowledge, that the concern of wellbeing 

of others is the source of compassion and on the other hand, the own wellbeing builds the 
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basis for compassion. Nevertheless, analysing the connection of compassion and wellbeing 

would go beyond the scope of my research as wellbeing is a rather complex concept. 

Instead, this can be conducted and analysed in a future research.  

In the current state of the world, where conflicts are getting worse and asylum seekers are 

searching for shelter in different parts of the world, compassion is definitely needed. 

According to the Finnish Ministry of the Interior (2016), the world is facing its worst 

refugee crisis since the Second World War. 32 476 asylum seekers arrived to Finland in 

2015. In comparison, in 2014 there were only 3 651 asylum seekers. Unfortunately, 

reactions of some European countries have been cold and insensitive – Poland (Yle, 2016) 

has refused to take further quota refugees and Austria (Yle, 2016) has considerably 

reduced the amount of accepted asylum seekers. Also the reaction of individual citizens 

has been aggressive. Luckily, the situation has brought up also the compassionate side of 

some decision makers and individuals. Germany held to their open refugee policy and has 

taken 1.1 million asylum seekers in 2015 (Welt, 2016). Also individuals in different 

countries have welcomed the asylum seekers warmly and activities such as language 

courses have been organized by volunteers all over Europe. Arnot, Pinson and Candappa 

(2009, p. 254) argue that compassion transforms into “a form of social solidarity especially 

in relation to diversity” and it “provides the conditions for human rights, equality and 

social justice”. Schools have a great possibility to strive for more solidarity by offering 

good conditions for growth of compassion. 

In my literature review I found out that trust, emotional and social competence, 

imagination, and responsibility all enhance compassion, however I realized that 

compassion cannot be taught. Compassion rather develops by itself, when the conditions 

are optimal – like in the class where I accomplished my practice. Compassion in the 

context of school is a research area, which has not been widely studied. The ideal 

conditions for growth of compassion in schools have not been researched so far. In my 

research I want to discover, what makes the classroom atmosphere in this Northern 

Ostrobothnian preparatory class so compassionate. My research question is:  

 What are the cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere in this 

preparatory class?  

To find answers to this question I conducted a qualitative ethnographic research. 

Ethnography aims to describe cultural systems or everyday life of different communities in 



 

 

 

natural settings (Rantala, 2006, p. 219). I have collected the data mainly by ethnographic 

observation and common thematic interview of teacher and learning counsellor. 

Additionally I asked children’s perspectives to compassionate classroom atmosphere in a 

small questionnaire, a short interview and a drawing. Rantala (2006, p. 216) notes, that 

ethnography is appropriate for a researcher, who sincerely wants to understand the topic of 

research together with the participants, from their perspective. For the analysis I have used 

data based content analysis. 

How could this research be useful in a wider perspective? Even though I will study only 

one class; I am convinced the study can be useful in many other contexts. At the moment 

all around Europe there are several immigrants hoping eagerly to be part of the local 

community. Compassion can be seen as one tool to support the integration, regardless of 

the age group, and increasing general wellbeing. Naturally, compassion is needed in all 

parts of society, not only in supporting the integration of immigrants. The cornerstones can 

be constructed in any class, but need to be adjusted suitable to the specific circumstances.  

Later in my teaching profession I hope to benefit from the findings of my research. 

In chapter two I give an overview of the theoretical framework on compassion, building 

compassion in school and classroom atmosphere. In the third chapter I present the research 

context of preparatory class. In the fourth chapter I explain, how the research has been 

conducted by narrating about methodology of ethnography, research methods and content 

based data analysis. In the fifth chapter, I present the results of my research. 

Compassionate classroom atmosphere can be seen as a “holistic package”, which is built  

on eight cornerstones - safety, respect, contentment with the profession and studies, good 

social relationships, trust, genuine encounter, mutual understanding, support, humour and 

play. In the sixth chapter, I evaluate reliability and ethical issues of my research. I discuss 

my research outcomes and their connection to earlier theory in the seventh chapter and, 

finally, draw conclusions in chapter eight. 
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2 Theoretical framework  

In this chapter I present the main findings in literature on definition of compassion, 

enhancement possibilities of compassion in school and classroom atmosphere. 

2.1 Defining compassion 

Etymologically “com” means together and “pati” to suffer. This refers to the actual feeling 

of the pain of another person, sharing it and trying to alleviate it. Vernacularly, people 

easily wrongly interpret the etymology of the concept of compassion as “con passione” – 

with passion. In addition to passion, compassion has also many other important 

characteristics. (Poppo, 2006, p. 33; Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 163.) According to Gyatso 

(2005, p. 49) and Dass and Bush (1992, pp. 3-5), compassion can be seen as an endeavour 

to free others from suffering. Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, p. 5) define compassion as empathy 

in action – actively pursuing towards wellbeing of others’. Thereby, according to Oxford 

dictionary of English (2013) empathy means “the ability to understand and share the 

feelings of another.” Hence, compassion should be seen as a step from level of thought to 

one of concrete action, which is why it enables change. This linkage to action makes 

compassion particular, since many warm thoughts remain unrevealed because they lack the 

essential action component. 

Which are the essential characteristics of compassion? Gyatso (2005) points out that 

“wisdom and loving kindness” are both essential parts of compassion. Even compassion is 

awoken by the emotional feeling of empathy; it is turned into action by a rational decision. 

The loving kindness refers to actual caring of the surrounding people, where the motive is 

the love towards others. (Gyatso, 2005, p. 49.) Compassion combines both – the feeling 

and the desire to help. It is an “affective state defined by a subjective feeling” and “it 

reveals sympathetic concern for others and desire to help them” (Goetz; Keltner & Simon-

Thomas, 2010, p. 351; Kessler, 2000, p. 23). Consequently, the feelings have a specific 

source and receiver, which leads us to take a closer look at the individual. 

  



 

 

 

The first article of Human rights declaration states:  

All human beings are born free and equal in dignity and rights. They are 

endowed with reason and conscience and should act towards one another in 

a spirit of brotherhood. (UN, 1948) 

The dignity of every human being simultaneously provides the source and motive for 

compassion. Because we are all precious, we can be compassionate and receive 

compassion (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 163). If this basic dignity of human beings is hurt 

in any way by any form of suffering, we will feel that this person is worthy of receiving 

our compassion. Goetz (2008, p. 12) reminds that the individual and cultural differences of 

compassionate person’s beliefs of suffering, justice and harm will influence the outcome of 

compassion. In school, these individual differences in beliefs should be taken into 

consideration and discussed. Though for everyone, learning to understand the dignity, our 

own and that of others, is one of the most important realizations. It is the first step towards 

compassion. 

Compassion becomes moral question through its base on human dignity and its goal of 

doing good for others and doing good for its own sake – without expecting anything in 

return (Blum, 1980, p. 515). Dass and Bush (1992, p. 3) express this as “compassion is 

done for the others, but it nurtures the self”. The pleasure of helping is enough to satisfy 

the helper. Additionally, when seeing suffering, the compassionate person will feel 

responsible for the fate of this person (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 165). This feeling of 

responsibility is often missing from people. We tend to think that someone else will take 

care of the others and relieve the weight off our shoulders. Compassion emboldens us to 

take responsibilities and see the consequences of our actions. Ruiz and Minguez (2001, p. 

166) even claim that ethic of compassion is political since it questions the inequality itself. 

Therefore, encouraging development of compassion is an effective way to enhance 

equality on a great scale.  

From the time perspective, compassion is not a short term, temporal phenomena. Ruiz and 

Minguez (2001, p. 164) consider compassion rather as a commitment to work towards 

changing the facts that create suffering. According to Dass and Bush (1992, pp. 3-5) it is 

an ongoing process with precise goals, committed for change. Compassion not only solves 

individual problems, but aims to change the structures that cause suffering, which makes it 

an effective way to achieve change. For example bullying is one of the problems in schools 
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today. To reduce bullying, it is not enough to have an educational discussion with the 

bully. Rather, we need to analyse the background of the bullying pupil, contact his family 

and try to find out what has brought this pupil in the position of a bully. Only in this way 

long-term results can be reached. 

Nowadays children are raised to be independent as early as possible. Purpel and McLaurin 

(2004) suggest that when we develop the feeling of compassion, we become aware of the 

interdependence of all living things. This means recognizing and understanding the 

connection and the interdependency between our surroundings and us. (Purpel & 

McLaurin, 2004, p. 125.) Everyone should reflect on the consequences of their own 

behaviour and act responsibly so that they will not harm anyone or anything. The feeling of 

interdependence promotes the feeling of responsibility in working towards overall 

wellbeing. Possibly, this can also improve the plight of the nature by developing and 

applying ecological compassion. Goetz (2008, p. 8) reminds though, that people are more 

likely to feel compassion for their relatives and friends and for those who are “similar to 

them in values, preferences, behaviour or physical character”, which offers an explanation 

why people tend to care more about the problems of their home country than further 

destinations and more for humans than for nature. When we would achieve the 

understanding of interdependency, we would notice how the wellbeing of others is 

connected to our own wellbeing.  

In most of the scientific articles, compassion is linked to suffering (cf. Crisp, 2008, p. 245; 

Oxford, 2013; Poppo, 2006, p. 33; Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 16; Gyatso 2005, p. 49; Dass 

and Bush 1992, pp. 3-5). Compassion can be seen as an endeavor to free others from 

suffering– or rather the reduction of suffering through compassionate actions. This evokes 

the question, whether compassion can only be present, when there is suffering? What about 

the positive feelings of joy and love, can they also work as engines of compassion? In my 

research I will question the linkage to suffering and discuss the connection of compassion 

to positive feelings. 

Defining any concept is never unambiguous. Different aspects of compassion are 

emphasized by different authors. Though dignity, alleviation of suffering, empathy, 

wisdom, action, feeling of interdependence, responsibility and morality are often linked to 

compassion and can therefore be seen as its core. The combination of these aspects of 

compassion has led me to create my own definition of compassion. I see compassion as a 



 

 

 

deep feeling of interconnection and respect for dignity, which appears in empathy and 

turns into action as soon as needed. This definition will guide my research on 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. 

2.2 Building compassion in school through pedagogical interaction 

The Finnish core curriculum (Opetushallitus, 2015, pp. 15-16) names humanity, 

civilization, equality and democracy as value basis for Finnish basic education. Every pupil 

is unique and valuable the way they are. Core curriculum is built on preserving life and 

human rights. Additionally, the Finnish basic education strives to enhance communality, 

responsibility and respect of individual´s rights and freedoms. These values and aims are 

surely present in the curriculums of other countries, not exclusively in Finland. 

Furthermore, schools should not only strive to provide academic knowledge but also to 

develop the social and emotional skills which children will require in order to fulfil 

demands stemming from human rights, equality, multiculturalism and nature´s diversity. 

Since compassion is a moral question, it cannot be left out of educations. Blum (1980, p. 

515) points out that compassion is doing good for others and doing good for its own sake 

and this according to Ruiz and Minguez (2001, p. 166) questions the inequality itself. In 

addition to that, Artete (1996, p. 57) notes that compassion is based on human dignity. 

Enhancing compassion in the school can be seen as supportive factor for increasing 

equality and tolerance through the appreciation of human dignity. Furthermore, 

neuroscience has shown that being sensitive to moral emotions, like compassion, and 

engaging in moral activities can increase the brain’s ability to learn and adapt to happiness 

(Athota, 2013, s. 113). Volkmann Simpson et al. (2012, p. 475) found out that compassion 

also ameliorates the negative impacts of chronic stress. The education process has been 

successful, when after the school career the pupil leaves the school not only fully-packed 

with knowledge, but also healthy and happy.  

The definition of compassion has demonstrated how compassion is active action, which 

combines knowledge and understanding other people´s emotions, deep feeling of 

interconnectedness, rational decision and responsibility. In order to realize these, teachers 

need tools for implementing compassion in practice. Many of these tools are closely 

related to, and even based on each other´s existence. Therefore these should be considered 

as a solid unit as part of every day school life, rather than as separate teaching methods. 
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Compassion is sometimes seen as a part of moral education (Ruiz & Vallejos, 1999). In my 

implementation I would like to emphasize compassion as part of the whole school life, not 

only a separate lesson.  

In order to emphasize compassion as action (Gyatso, 2005, p. 49; Dass & Bush, 1992, pp. 

3-5), the following implementation ideas are followed by practical activities in the end of 

each chapter. When pursuing enhancement of compassion, a trustful and open atmosphere 

has to be first created (Mikulineer & Shaver, 2005, p. 34; Pence, 1983, p. 190). When this 

is achieved, the other activities can follow. Emotional competence provides the tools for 

recognizing and understanding the emotions of others (Salmon, 2003, p. 168) and effect 

positively the development of empathy (Lantto, 2002, p. 54). Imagination in turn helps the 

children to visualize themselves in the position of someone else (Barad, 2007, p. 13). 

Reflecting on their own actions and thinking about the consequences of those actions 

makes the children act in a more responsible manner (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 158). 

Since I will become a primary school teacher, the building blocks of compassion chosen 

for this part of the thesis are in primary school context. According to developmental 

educational psychologists Pizarro & Salovey (2002, p. 253), children in the age between 

six and ten develop understanding of feelings, which are consequences of doing something 

wrong. Therefore, the early school years can be seen as a fruitful basis for enhancing 

compassion as part of other moral development. 

2.2.1 Developing trust and openness 

Each classroom consists of vulnerable individuals, born with dignity, which is according to 

Ruiz & Minguez (2001, p. 163) the source and motive of compassion. Human beings can 

only be compassionate and receive compassion because of dignity. However, the feeling of 

vulnerability varies among pupils. From early age, children seek protection from their 

closest adults. If they gather good experiences and their early caregivers are available and 

responsive, they will create a sense of attachment security. (Mikulineer & Shaver, 2005, p. 

34.) When the child has had the chance to feel vulnerable, he will feel himself secure and 

develop a sense of empathy and compassion, which enables him to understand and respond 

to the misery of other people (Poppo, 2006, p. 36; Mikulincer; Shaver; Gillath; & Nitzberg, 

2005, p. 818). If there are any issues found in the attachment security, the first step of 

creating a trustful and open atmosphere is to solve these challenges. Cooperation with the 



 

 

 

child’s family is then needed. This cooperation is essential, because compassion makes 

people strive for change in structures (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 163) - not only for short-

term solutions. Also, compassion should not only be the learning goal, but also present in 

everyday life when needed. 

When individual pupils are taken care of, the focal point of the classroom can be shifted to 

atmosphere. Teachers can greatly affect the atmosphere in their classroom. Teachers 

should also always try to see the pupils “in the best light” (McClain, Ylimaki, & Ford, 

2010, p. 314) so that the development of prejudices is prevented. Trust can be created 

between teacher and pupil by allowing mistakes and learning from them – and 

emphasizing that there is not one right answer for any problem. This will help children to 

become brave and supportive to each other. (McClain, Ylimaki, & Ford, 2010, p. 308.) 

When pupils feel safe to express their own point of view, they will become brave enough 

to “reveal fundamental differences of opinion, values and beliefs” (Kessler, 2000, p. 24), 

which will lead to deep understanding of differences among the pupils of the class.  

Fostering an open attitude among pupils will foster development of generosity and 

kindness, and decrease discrimination. Pupils should be taught to be tolerant and sensitive 

for any differences, whether it involves learning style, belief or culture. Since a regular 

classroom consists of over twenty individual pupils – the pupils should learn to appreciate 

differences and notice how much one can learn from each other. (Kessler & Fink, 2008, p. 

452.) This becomes especially important in a preparatory class, where pupils usually have 

very different backgrounds. The teacher´s own attitude toward diversity influences most 

pupil´s own sensitivity towards differences (Hollingsworth, Didelot, & Smith, 2003). 

Different group works and games can be used for improving the team spirit and hence the 

openness to others. McClain et al (2010, p. 310) mentions mindfulness as an essential part 

of compassion. Mindfulness means being present in every moment. They note that this will 

make us realize our interdependence with other people and accordingly notice when our 

generosity is needed. As an example in the school context, this could mean aiming for a 

more leisurely pace and paying attention to pupils’ questions. 

2.2.2 Supporting the development of emotional competence 

Emotional competence consists of different skills, which include, according to Saarni’s 

(1999, p. 5) categorization, awareness of one´s own emotions, ability to name emotions 
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and regulate them, ability to recognize, understand and respond to other´s emotions and 

capacity for empathetic involvement. An emotionally competent person is able to 

understand emotional cues, show sensitivity, understand other´s perspective and listen well 

(Schultz, Richardson, Barber, & Wilcox, 2011, p. 143). Since competence consists of 

attainable skills, the school has a possibility to enhance the development of emotional 

competence (Lantto, 2002, p. 25). To ensure the transfer of these skills also into other 

contexts, the skills of emotional competences should be used in different situations and the 

teacher should demonstrate them through his/her own behaviour (Lantto, 2002, p. 34). 

Saarni (1999, p. 186) links emotional competence with moral sense, as it includes 

sympathy, fairness, self-control, sense of obligation and feeling of what is right. As 

compassion aims to help the other person when necessary, one has to first be familiar with 

emotions, and to be able to name, regulate, recognize, understand and respond to them. 

Only then it is possible to achieve the capacity for empathetic involvement and, moreover, 

for compassionate action. This certainly does not ensure the ability to make moral 

decisions, like the ones needed for true compassion, but it will open the possibility for 

them. Kokkonen (2005, p. 69) notes that various child researchers have found that good 

emotional competence predicts good social competence later in life. Hence, emotional 

skills should be trained before enhancing social competence. 

Kokkonen (2005, p. 71) points out that emotional competence has been proven to decrease 

psychical problems and improve self-esteem and mood. It has also been linked to better 

cooperation, social skills and empathetic understanding. Kokkonen (2005, p. 74) notes that 

socio-emotional skills are built on values like respecting dignity and equality, which 

require more time to learn. She suggests that the whole school personnel should be part of 

enhancing these skills. 

In order to recognize and respond to feelings of other people, pupils have to first be 

capable of naming them. This can be practiced for example through brainstorming 

different feelings and acting them out while the peers try to guess the feeling. Feeling 

identification can continue through newspapers and searching pictures depicting different 

feelings from them. In addition to identifying emotions correctly, it is essential to learn 

how to respond to different feelings. This can also be practiced in pairs – one expressing 

some feeling and the other responding to it through correct facial expression. (Salmon, 

2003, p. 168.) Moreover, the daily situation can and ought to be taken advantage of. The 



 

 

 

situations can be discussed afterwards and then a proper response can be agreed upon 

together. 

2.2.3 Constructing social competence 

Social competence is defined by Kokkonen (2005, p. 68) as the ability to control one’s 

behaviour through thoughts and emotions. Primarily, it aims at achieving a positive social 

goal set by oneself or other people or at improving interaction among people. Social 

competence includes skills of recognizing and interpreting context or culture based social 

cues, anticipating the consequences of people´s behaviour, solving problems through 

mediation communication and cooperation. Social competence is linked to empathy – Ruiz 

and Vallejos (1999, p. 16) name dialogue, active listening and social participation as 

communication skills necessary for learning emphathetic understanding. 

According to Kokkonen (2005, p. 69) in order to become socially or emotionally 

competent, children have to be given concrete opportunities to practice social and 

emotional skills. Teachers can utilize daily life situations by encouraging positive 

communication or giving feedback. Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, p. 16) also suggest using 

moral dilemmas for analyzing and discussing the reasons behind helping behaviour, 

because ability to reason moral behaviour has been proven to increase the altruistic social 

behaviour. Besides the direct enhancement of social and emotional skills, teacher´s model 

has an enormous effect. Teacher’s own behaviour should reflect all the desired learning 

goals, because otherwise the learned theory conflicts with the teacher´s own modelling. 

This requires conciousness and reflection of one’s own social and emotional skills and 

teaching methods. 

Group situations are fruitful for learning social skills, like conciliation. In most groups 

conflicts are unavoidable. To solve an argument, the following method was used 

effectively in my previous practice school, IBB Dresden, Germany. An intense football 

game resulted in a situation where a boy felt he had been treated unfairly. But the bullies 

did not agree with him. Everyone told their own version of the story to a teacher using 

“that/him” instead of talking about the persons by name. To solve the situation the teacher 

asked all the pupils, who were involved in the argument, to sit down in a circle and asked 

them to talk directly to each other. The argument soon turned into a discussion, where both 
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sides explained their perspectives of the situation and slowly started to understand how the 

boy had felt. The discussion was finalized by an apology and a handshake. 

2.2.4 Enhancing empathy through imagination 

Jane Addams (Griffith, 2009, p. 304) considers creativity and compassion as substantive 

parts of a democratic world, and furthermore, imagination as a source of them. Addams 

also notes how the moral imagination has the power to free us from the limiting conditions 

of the world, since it enables us to realize the current state of our world, meanwhile 

understanding the past and seeing the possibilities of the future. Imagination will let us 

think of alternative actions and better conditions of life (Wulf, 2002, p. 265; Hamington, 

2010, p. 676). In order to pursue change, we have to have a clear image of our goal. We 

have to be able to picture the consequences of our own actions in order to see the need for 

change when necessary. (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 162.) Consequently, imagination is an 

essential part of compassion. 

Imagination can be used for visualizing oneself in another person’s situation (Barad, 2007, 

p. 13). If we have difficulties in seeing ourselves in other person´s situation, our ability to 

be compassionate may be limited. This might be the case especially when it comes to 

animals, people far from our reality or people who have done something bad (White, 2008, 

p. 38). However, being compassionate can also be practiced even in these situations. 

Maxwell (2006, p. 343) questions the role of imagination in compassion and claims that 

cognitive processes lead the perspective-taking. I believe though that especially in 

perspective-taking of children, imagination has a key role as it is a natural part of their 

everyday life. Education should use the advantages of children’s vivid imagination. The 

development of imagination is only possible if we give pupils time to play, when they get 

to wonder, explore and examine things surrounding them (Miller, 2009, p. 44). Only 

limiting factor for integrating play into lesson might be teacher’s own imagination. 

Stories can be used as one way to encourage imagination. Nussbaum (2001, p. 426) 

describes, how stories “exercise the muscles of imagination” and enable us to see the world 

from different perspectives. Through the characters of a story we can start to see different 

possibilities for our own or other´s life (Griffith, 2009, p. 304). In school, teacher can for 

example invest 10 minutes for daily stories, which can be sometimes created together as a 

group. Play can also be easily integrated into a learning process. For example Mathematics 



 

 

 

can be taught while playing shop – the buyer has to count how many coins he or she gives 

and the seller has to check the amount.  

Role-plays are also a great way to practice perspective-taking, which is an essential part of 

empathy. The player must use their imagination to feel and express the feelings of their 

role. Goldstein & Winner (2012, p. 26) discovered in their study, that acting training of 

elementary pupils for 10 months increased children’s self-rated dispositional empathy, 

what proves how useful these kinds of activities can be. Consequently different plays and 

stories are important part of enhancing compassion. 

2.2.5 Encouraging taking responsibility 

Globalization has brought us to think outside of our local realities. It has offered us several 

new opportunities, like cultural exchange, but at the same time we have become 

responsible for happenings on the other side of the world. We have become involved in 

social marginalization, cultural conflicts, environmental pollution etc. Ruiz and Miguez 

(2001, p. 164) see the problems as being caused by us all, which makes us co-responsible. 

When compassion is defined as active action to reduce others´ suffering, these “others” 

include people and environment around the whole world.  

Based on the human dignity and the interconnectedness of us all, which are both essential 

parts of compassion, we are obligated to strive for improvement. According to Lama 

(1998, p. 114) compassion is also “associated with a sense of commitment, responsibility 

and respect towards the other.” Certainly no child should be put under the burden of saving 

the world from environmental destruction. Rather they should be awaken to think the 

consequences of their own actions and proceed to responsibility step by step. 

Schools can help the children to grow in responsibility (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 158), 

which means being accountable for their own behaviour and thoughts, and accountability 

for others. Children should learn to respond positively to their peers’ needs. Later, this 

learning outcome can be transferred to respond to needs of others in the larger society. 

(Hollingsworth, Didelot, & Smith, 2003, p. 142.) Hence the starting point is the knowledge 

of our responsibilities, then understanding the importance of them and finally internalizing 

the responsibilities and acting upon them.  
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Kessler (2000) suggests in her book service learning as a way of finding meaning and 

purpose through giving. This will develop social responsibility out of sense of connection, 

not as a burden. Sitting with a sick friend or lonely elder the pupils will unconsciously 

experience the compassion. (Kessler, 2000, p. 72.) This can be also realized in a more 

familiar matter for the children – they can be encouraged to spend some time with their 

grandparents or help the younger pupils of the school, and their experiences can be 

discussed later together in the classroom. 

Teacher can encourage pupil’s involvement through creating common rules for the 

classroom together with the children. According to Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, p. 16), when 

rules are created together, they will create consensus and balance into the classroom and 

children will have a chance to be part of active decision making. Participation is even part 

of the Finnish core curriculum (Opetushallitus, 2015, p. 28). The pupils and the teacher can 

think together about facts that ease the everyday cooperation and think about solutions for 

possible conflict situations. Each child should be heard and finally the ideas should be 

collected. When challenging situations are encountered during the semester, the rules can 

be referred to.  

Hollingsworth, Didelot & Smith (2003, p. 143) discover that when pupils are given actual 

responsibilities, they will feel that they can make a difference. During my practice school 

IBB Dresden, every group of 4
th

 grade had its own piece of field, where they grew 

different vegetables. They took care of the plantation in turns and harvested it together in 

autumn. Grandfather of one pupil commented on the project that it gives pupils a feeling 

that they have achieved something through their own work. They began the project and 

will see it through to its completion, so they will feel their work is worth their effort. 

Paulo Freire (1970, p. 67) notes that wisdom can be achieved only through action and 

reflecting on our actions. Through this we will begin to see and realize our place in the 

world. In my previously mentioned IBB practice school, self-reflection was part of 

everyday school life. After each lesson children were reflecting the classroom atmosphere 

– whether they had been hard-working or had some pupils been disturbing. Through this 

practice, children understood consequences of their own behaviour on their peers and tried 

to improve their actions next time. 



 

 

 

2.2.6 Compassion as part of daily life 

In one research concerning social and emotional learning, Lantto (2002, p. 86) find out that 

the resources of the school and teachers’ personal views and skills influenced the success 

of learning more than any particular teaching material. Commitment of an individual 

teacher to compassion will play a great role, as well as the school´s context and resources. 

Hence, I want to emphasize that the example activities are only one alternative for 

enhancing the development of compassion. Ruiz and Vallejos (1999) discovered that 

compassion will develop gradually while observing adults’ reactions in different situation. 

The value of attentive behaviour should be explained. Additionally, education should 

include empathy, criticism of negative models and rejection of injustice. (Ruiz & Vallejos, 

1999, pp. 13-15.) 

As a teacher it is essential to take an advantage of daily situations, encourage discussion 

and be a role model in order to support emotional competence, social skills, imagination 

and responsibility as part of compassion. Like in all areas of education, families of pupils 

are important partners in enhancing compassion. When involving them in the learning 

process, it is more likely to achieve long-term results. Trust, emotional and social 

competences, imagination, responsibility and teacher’s modelling all support the 

development of compassion in school. However, compassion cannot be taught, but good 

conditions for growth of compassion can be provided. Classroom atmosphere is the basis 

of these conditions and it will be presented in the following chapter. 

2.3 Classroom atmosphere 

Gillen, Wright and Spink (2011, p. 66) define classroom atmosphere “as the way in which 

students experience the psychological and physical characteristics of the classroom”. 

Classroom atmosphere is a complex construction of social, physical and organizational 

factors’ interaction, which is not a stable state but rather an ever-changing construction. 

Internal and external systems may influence the climate. (Gillen, Wright, & Spink, 2011, p. 

66.) Somersalo, Solantaus and Almqvist (2002, p. 285) note, that classroom atmosphere is 

a combination of work atmosphere and social relations. Salovaara and Honkonen (2011, p. 

11) remind that building a good classroom atmosphere is a time-consuming active process, 

which involves pupils, class teacher and other adults of the school. In the preparatory class, 

where I carried my research, there is also a learning counsellor and every now and then 
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some teacher students as interns. They are affecting the classroom atmosphere on their 

part, just like I did during my research when I was visiting the class. 

Additionally to classroom atmosphere, schools’ also have their own atmosphere. These 

two influence each other (Somersalo, Solantaus, & Almqvist, 2002, p. 285). School 

atmosphere is linked to the organizational setting of learning and teaching and it represents 

the sum of classroom atmosphere of the school. Classroom atmosphere reflects belief 

systems, ideologies, traditions and values of the school, thereby reflects the school’s 

culture. (Gillen, Wright, & Spink, 2011, p. 65.) 

Earlier studies have used different terms to describe good classroom atmosphere. Johnson 

(2009, p. 154) uses the term “connected classroom climate”, which emphasizes the pupil-

pupil communication. Teacher’s task is then to facilitate this interaction, for example by 

modelling and providing diverse opportunities for interaction among the pupils. Byrne, 

Hattie and Fraser (1986, p. 10) write about ideal classroom atmosphere, which should be 

based on cooperation and “well-developed personal relationships among students”. Ideally, 

the classroom atmosphere promotes the pupils’ learning and achievement. Gillen, Wright 

and Spink (2011) in turn use in their research the term “positive climate for learning”. As 

the basis of learning is the pupil’s wellbeing, which is anchored in feeling of joy. When the 

pupils feel safe in the class, they have better possibilities to learn and grow to a well-

balanced teen and adult. (Salovaara & Honkonen, 2011, p. 12.) 

Salovaara and Honkonen (2011, pp. 18-19) name safety as an essential part of a good 

classroom atmosphere. Feeling of safety is built of five components; acceptance, trust, 

being vulnerable, support and commitment. When individual pupils feel they are accepted 

in the class, the class builds a common experience of being accepted the way they are. 

Acceptance brings along trust which in turn makes pupils express themselves more freely – 

setting oneself vulnerable in front of others. When these expressions are well-received by 

the other class members, the trust gets even deeper. When trust has been build, it is easy to 

support each other and commit to the group. 

All of the class members have possibility to influence the atmosphere, activities and 

communality of the class (Repo-Kaarento, 2007, p. 84). Building the class spirit is not only 

teachers’ responsibility, the whole group is needed. Though teachers have a central role as 

role models. Teachers should respect all the pupils and help them to respect each other. 

Solving conflicts constructively is an essential part of respect and it can be practiced under 



 

 

 

a guidance of teacher. (Kopakkala, 2005, p. 93.) However, the classroom atmosphere is 

more complex than these definitions describe, including additionally to pupils also the 

class teacher and other adults of the class. As a goal of a compassionate classroom 

atmosphere would be, in addition to ensuring the best learning possibilities, to enhance the 

mutual respect and connectedness among all the class members, which is then reflected as 

supportive and compassionate behaviour in the class. 
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3 Research context – preparatory class 

In this chapter I explain the current immigrant situation in Finland and present the need for 

preparatory education. The amount of preparatory classes has been radically increasing due 

to refugee crisis. Additionally I explain more precisely, what preparatory education is 

about. This information is essential, as I conducted my research in a preparatory class in 

Northern Ostrobothnia. The name of the school and location are kept secret, as the research 

was completely anonymous. To protect the promised anonymity of the researched class 

members, I will refer to teacher as T or teacher, learning counsellor as LC or learning 

counsellor, and the pupils with letters A-K. 

In the current state of the world, where conflicts are getting worse and asylum seekers are 

searching for shelter in different parts of the world, compassion is definitely needed. 

According to the Finnish Ministry of the Interior (2016) the world is facing its worst 

refugee crisis since the Second World War. 32 476 asylum seekers arrived to Finland in 

2015. In comparison in year 2014 there were 3 651 asylum seekers. According to 

Kangaspunta et al. (2016), from people who arrived in 2015, 8500 were minors and on 20
th

 

of September 2015 around 3480 pupils were studying in preparatory classes. During 

autumn 2015, 50 new preparatory classes were founded. (Kangaspunta, et al., 2016, pp. 7-

13.) These numbers speak for themselves – increase of the amount of asylum seekers has 

been enormously fast and schools have had to react rapidly by building new groups for 

preparatory classes.  

The pupils of these preparatory classes are children with immigrant background and they 

do not have sufficient Finnish or Swedish language skills to participate the lessons of 

regular classes (Opetushallitus, 2015). Additionally to asylum seekers, some pupils might 

already have a refugee status, some might have a temporary permit of residence and some 

might have moved to Finland together with their parents, who moved to Finland for work. 

In Finland children between the ages of 6 to 16 have the liability to participate in 

compulsory education. The municipalities may offer preparatory education for these 

children but this has not yet been ensured by a law (Opetusalan ammattijärjestö, 2016). 

Finnish teachers’ union OAJ reminds that education is the best politics of integration (OAJ, 

2015, s. 16). 



 

 

 

The main goal of preparatory class is to support the integration into the surrounding society 

while strengthening connection to pupil´s own cultural background. Preparatory classes are 

aiming to give pupils the necessary competences in Finnish or Swedish language, develop 

transversal learning and other competences needed in the transition to basic education. The 

basic core curriculum is applied in teaching of different subjects. The preparatory class 

also supports the balanced development of each pupil and integration into Finnish society. 

Additionally the preparatory class aims to enhance the knowledge of pupil’s own culture 

and language. (Opetushallitus, 2015, p. 2.) 

Children between the ages of 6 to 10 have a right for minimum of 900 hours of preparatory 

education. The older children may stay in the preparatory class for at least 1000 hours. 

Naturally, transition to basic education can happen earlier, if the pupil can follow the 

instructions of basic education. Already during the preparatory class pupils are integrated 

into their future peer-group especially in Physical Education, Music, Arts, Textile and 

Technical work, and later also in other subjects. The integration gives variable possibilities 

to practice Finnish or Swedish and enables social interaction with the future peer group. 

Each child has also his/her personal learning plan which includes the individual learning 

goals. (Opetushallitus, 2015, p. 1.)  

As the pupils spend only about one year in a preparatory class, there are new pupils 

entering the class every year. In the interview the class teacher described this  

”.. a challenging package, when most of the children change in fall..”.  

Later in interview she told about the positive side of this variability:  

 “..there is always a new child, and it is so interesting, the content of a 

child’s head, how everyone is learning. And that challenges us time after 

another. There is always a new possibility. A totally different personality, 

from a different country and with a different language..”. 

Even though the class teacher experiences the variability as a challenge, she also sees it as 

a possibility. This kind of variety of different age, school backgrounds, cultures and 

languages requires also adaptability from the teacher and learning counsellor.  

The teaching methods of a preparatory class should be experiential and functional. 

Individual studied facts should be connected into a larger unity. The groups in preparatory 
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classes consist of children of different age, learning aptitudes and backgrounds. 

(Opetushallitus, 2015, p. 5.) Age and learning aptitude are considered when planning the 

lessons, which means differentiation in its widest meaning. As an example, during my 

ethnographic observation, there was a biology lesson, where all children were learning 

about water, according to their learning goals. First graders were drawing water in different 

forms, 2
nd

 and 3
rd

 graders were observing an experiment, 4
th
 and 5

th
 graders were learning 

about evaporation and freezing and 6
th

 graders were thinking how water use could be 

reduced and everything simultaneously within 45 minutes, with very few common words.  

There are a few special characteristics of a preparatory class in comparison to so called 

regular classes, which might influence the classroom atmosphere. The group size is 

relatively small, recommendation is maximum of 10 pupils, and there is always a class 

teacher and a learning counsellor in the class. On the other hand, in a preparatory class 

there are pupils of different age, cultural background and school history, which need to be 

taken into consideration. As the pupils have such different backgrounds, it is important to 

build and develop common cultural approach in the class. This cultural approach should be 

built on the principles of the community and support all member’s wellbeing and learning. 

(Opetushallitus, 2015, p. 4.)  

Why to research compassionate classroom atmosphere in a preparatory class? The first 

reason was my own experience of compassionate classroom atmosphere in this class, 

which was shared by people who visited the class. Compassionate classroom atmosphere 

might be especially important in a preparatory class, which pupils are surrounded by a new 

language and culture. In a compassionate preparatory class these pupils receive a warm 

welcome into their new home country. 

  



 

 

 

4 Methodological framework 

Spindler and Hammond (2005, p. 5) write about the shift of educational research from 

collectivistic to individualistic culture. In the past years, the focus has often been at the 

individual level, investigating individual problems and offering individual solutions. 

Though maybe, in order to reconstruct the education itself, also the research needs to look 

beyond the individuals and search for solutions on more holistic level. Ethnography offers 

tools for cultural analysis. 

I conducted a qualitative ethnographic master’s thesis research. Ethnography aims to 

describe cultural systems or everyday life of different communities in natural settings 

(Rantala, 2006, p. 219). Pole and Morrison (2003, p. 3) write that ethnography has been 

used in context of methodologies, as a theoretical and philosophical orientation towards 

research, but also in context of methods, as a collection of particular research and analysis 

methods. I see my research as a process, where all stages are connected to ethnography. 

Ethnography observes the situations holistically, taking different aspects into 

consideration. Researcher is living the everyday life of the researched community, which 

will give the research an insight into the culture of a community. (Eskola & Suoranta, 

1998, p. 106.) In my research I participated in the everyday life of a preparatory class. I sat 

in the class writing notes during the lessons, went to have lunch together with the class 

teacher and pupils and I also spent many breaks outside playing with the children. Berg 

and Lune (2014, p. 209) note that the researcher should see as an insider and think as an 

outsider. Thinking as an outsider was especially a challenge for me, as school environment 

is so familiar for me as a teacher student. I will discuss this issue in further detail in chapter 

6 under reliability.  

The aim of an ethnographic research is to understand peoples’ actions and social meanings 

related to a certain community and environment (Rantala, 2006, p. 219). For my research 

this is especially useful, since classroom atmosphere is a combination of many different 

aspects, which all need to be taken into consideration. To understand how compassionate 

classroom atmosphere is constructed, it is necessary to observe the different interactions 

between all participants and analyse their relation to compassion.  

Rantala (2006, p. 216) notes, that ethnography is appropriate for researcher, who honestly 

wants to understand the researched topic together with the participants, from their 
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perspective. This perspective of ethnography was meaningful for my research, and through 

the diverse research methods I strived to understand the core elements of compassionate 

classroom atmosphere, as perceived by the pupils and the adults in the class. Pole and 

Morrison (2003, p. 5) add, that ethnography investigates the subjective reality of people’s 

experiences. Berg and Lune (2014, p. 199) describe ethnography as a process, which 

“attempts to describe and interpret social expressions between people and groups.” 

Ethnography aims to get “the meaning behind the acts”. More important than what is done, 

is why is it done. This requires active construction of interpretations and thinking how 

these interpretations arose (Berg & Lune, 2014, p. 209). 

Pole and Morrison (2003, p. 3) list several characteristics of ethnography. An ethnographic 

research focuses on a distinct setting, event or location and the social behaviour with that 

place, event or setting. Typically ethnography uses many different kinds of research 

methods and its analysis is based on the data collected. Ethnography emphasizes “rigorous 

or thorough research, where the complexities of the discrete event, location or setting are 

of greater importance than overarching trends or generalizations”. 

To conclude, ethnography examines social behaviour, which take place in a specific 

location, event or setting. In my master thesis, the examined social behaviour is the 

socially constructed compassionate classroom atmosphere, and the location is a 

preparatory class in Northern Ostrobothnia. My research methods are diverse, containing 

two weeks of observation in the class, open discussion with the children and teacher and a 

final concluding interview with the class teacher and learning counsellor. The data 

collected in the class is basis for my theories and concepts, connected to earlier research on 

compassion and classroom atmosphere. The goal of my research is to find out how 

compassionate classroom atmosphere is constructed in this particular class, hence I am not 

aiming to build any generalizations. I believe that my previous practical experience in the 

same class is an advantage for me. The classroom itself, the class teacher and even some 

pupils are familiar to me. 

4.1 Research methods 

The data consists of classroom observation, common interview of teacher and learning 

counsellor and additionally a few responds from the children, which present their 

perspective of compassionate classroom atmosphere. Ethnography aims for so called dense 



 

 

 

description. Researcher strives to understand a phenomenon as deeply as possible by using 

varied methods. The dense description also increases the validity of an ethnographic 

research. (Rantala, 2006, p. 255.) Usage of different methods gives me as a researcher a 

wide perspective of compassionate classroom atmosphere. The main emphasis of my 

analysis is on ethnographical observation and the thematic interview. 

4.1.1 Ethnographic observation 

My data collection began with an ethnographic observation period of two weeks in January 

2016 in a preparatory class of a Northern Ostrobothnian school. The observation period 

was prepared by doing research review, thorough plans with the class teacher, visits to 

school and finally research allowances from pupils. Before the beginning of my 

observations I created a transcription, which helped me to pick up the essential information 

for my research on compassion. My categories were verbal communication, non-verbal 

communication, helping behaviour, conflict situations and their solutions and additionally 

organizational facts. Additionally I wrote down, whether the notes where ON-

observational-, AN- analytical- and RN- reflective notes. The following chapter from my 

field diary gives an insight into my thoughts on first day of observation: 

”Now it has begun! Observation period in the preparatory class began today. 

I was waiting for the day with excitement, I was somewhat uncertain whether 

I would pay attention to right things and I wasn’t sure how to note everything 

in my booklet. I felt like I was not prepared well enough for the field period. 

Though luckily I wrote the field plan, which gave me a little trust. As I 

arrived to school in the morning, there were two smiling old friends waiting, 

class teacher and learning counsellor. Both hugged me warmly, wished me 

happy New Year and welcomed me back in the class. All the worries and 

excitement were immediately gone. We chatted for a long time until teacher 

began the lesson. Writing notes was easier than I thought, the class was full 

of compassionate words and acts, I had barely enough time to write down 

everything! Finally I decided to concentrate on one interaction or happening 

at a time, and report it as carefully as possible.” (Field journal) 

Ethnographical observation gave my research an insight into the everyday life of this 

particular preparatory class and it also confirmed my previous experiences of this class as a 
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particularly compassionate classroom. I could barely keep up with my notes while so many 

compassionate words and acts were taking place. Sarajärvi and Tuomi (2009, p. 81) note 

that combination of observation and other methods keeps often fruitful knowledge of the 

researched phenomenon. By using observation as one method, the other data can be easier 

connected to the gained knowledge. Observation helps to see the separate facts in right 

context. I experienced the observation period as really informative and useful for my 

research. It revealed many facts, which seemed to be unconscious for the participants. As 

one example could be mentioned closeness. Both, teacher and learning counsellor had 

often their hand on pupil’s shoulder as they were assisting with the exercises.  

Observation can take different forms from hidden to non-participative, and from 

participative to involving observation. For my observation I chose participative 

observation, where researcher acts actively together with the participants. The social 

interactions are then essential part of data collection. (Sarajärvi & Tuomi, 2009, p. 82.) 

Practically, participative observation meant that additionally to mere observation I also 

helped children during the lesson, played games indoors and outdoors, talked with pupils, 

teacher and learning counsellor about anything but compassionate classroom atmosphere, 

and helped out the class teacher when needed. All these interactions were important part of 

my observation period, as they brought me closer to the research participants and my 

presence in the class felt more natural. Moreover, when writing this thesis on 

compassionate classroom atmosphere, it would have been absurd to decline to help. 

This physical and emotional presence of researcher makes ethnographic research process 

special (Lappalainen, 2007, p. 10). By being present in the class, I had the possibility to 

observe the daily happenings, which might otherwise be left without attention. The 

observation period gave me a possibility to familiarize myself with the class culture and 

environment, where the social interaction takes place. Even the class was already familiar 

to me from my earlier practice, it was different as I was not an intern teaching the children 

but an observing researcher writing notes and helping out every now and then. Lappalainen 

(2007, pp. 114-115) describes writing ethnographic notes as a social process, where the 

researcher always gives meanings for the observed phenomenon. This means the 

ethnographic notes are always intertextual, descriptive and historical. I acknowledge, that 

my past experiences and knowledge directed my observations and affected my notes. As in 

ethnography researcher is the instrument of his/her own research (Rantala, 2006, p. 231), 

researcher´s influence on the study is natural but requires reflection.  



 

 

 

During the two weeks ethnography period, finding the researcher’s position was truly 

challenging. So far I have always had either teacher’s or assistant’s role in the classroom, 

so now it was my first time to conduct a research in a class. There were many situations, 

where I pondered my role as a researcher. Am I allowed to help if a child comes to ask for 

help? Can I join the pupils in their games during the breaks? Here my thoughts about 

researcher’s role on the second observation day: 

”Today I pondered again my researcher role in the class. I’m doing 

observational research for the first time in my life in an environment, where I 

have used to be in teacher’s role. Today I was again drifted to help some 

pupils a couple of times in their exercises. Teaching is for me so natural, that 

I don’t feel like it would challenge my researcher role. On the contrary I get 

closer to pupils, when I´m communicating with them. Additionally , in my 

opinion it would be unjustified not to help when I see that my assistance 

could be useful for the child, and neither teacher nor learning counsellor 

have time in that very moment.” (Field journal) 

This sample from my research diary shows how I was thinking about my researcher role 

already during the field period but in the end I found it natural to be a participative 

observer, as the social interaction with the class members was an essential part of data 

collection (Sarajärvi & Tuomi, 2009, p. 82). What comes to helping in general, it would 

have also been against my thesis not to help even seeing that a pupil needs assistance.  

4.1.2 Thematic interview with teacher and learning counsellor 

Interview gives possibility for the research participants to explain their point of view to the 

researched topic, instead of researcher trusting only his/her own observations (Tolonen & 

Palmu, 2007, p. 90). This was important for my research as I wanted to hear what class 

members´ perspectives on compassionate classroom atmosphere were. After the two weeks 

observation I conducted an interview with the class teacher and learning counsellor 

together. The interview was semi-structured thematic interview, as it fits well to themes, 

which are partly unconscious. This form of an interview concentrates on defined themes 

but the questions are not formulated precisely and the questions may be asked in a 

preferable order. (Metsämuuronen, 2006, p. 115.) In praxis the semi-structured thematic 

interview turned out to be a great decision. It gave the interview enough structure but at the 
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same time it gave enough freedom for the discussion. My questions in the semi-structured 

interview for class teacher and learning counsellor were: 1. How would you define 

compassionate classroom atmosphere? 2. Which elements construct the compassionate 

classroom atmosphere in this preparatory class? 3. Do you think you are compassionate in 

your profession? How does is appear in the preparatory class? 

The questions were formulated based on my research questions, where I wanted to receive 

teacher´s and learning counsellor’s perspective. In the end we discussed about my 

observations of the past weeks. Typically, contents of ethnographical interview are closely 

connected to field (Mietola, 2007, p. 167). The day before the interview I sent the 

questions and my main observation topics for teacher and learning counsellor. This gave 

them time to recall some experiences and thoughts on compassionate classroom 

atmosphere. Tuomi and Sarajärvi (2009, p. 73) also recommend sending the interview 

questions for interviewees in beforehand.  

Context and presence play a central role in an ethnographic interview. Ethnographical 

interview is often conducted beside the ethnographical field work, where both interviewer 

and interviewee know already something about each other. (Tolonen & Palmu, 2007, p. 

92.) In my case, both teacher and learning counsellor were familiar to me, not only from 

the two weeks observation but from the two months practice, which I did one year earlier 

in their class. My role had switched from intern to researcher and instead of normal 

discussion I was interviewing teacher and learning counsellor with a recorder on the desk. 

This new situation was slightly uncomfortable for learning counsellor and she told me 

earlier on the interview day that she was a bit excited. I was happy she told me this 

beforehand. Hence, I tried to make the situation as comfortable as possible and aimed for 

dialogue, which resembled a “natural discussion”, where all the interview participants are 

active (Tolonen & Palmu, 2007, p. 100). 

4.1.3 Children’s perspective through questionnaire, interview and drawing 

Ethnography emphasizes understanding the researched topic together with the participants, 

from their perspective (Rantala, 2006, p. 216). As the classroom consists of a teacher, 

teacher’s assistant and the pupils, I felt the children’s opinions and ideas needed to be 

heard as well. Christensen and James (2000, p. 121) note that many researchers are 

attempting to understand children’s social life through “watching, listening, reflecting and 



 

 

 

also engaging with the children in conversation”. Though as I conducted my research in a 

preparatory class and the children’s level of Finnish language varied a lot, it was difficult 

to think of a suitable research method for the children. Together with the class teacher we 

came up with three different ways, which corresponded to the varying Finnish level of the 

children. Dividing children into smaller groups also had the advantage of more personal 

interaction; I had time to answer their questions and explain the topic in Finnish suitable 

for their language level. 

With four older pupils, I conducted a written questionnaire. The pupils could ask for help 

language wise from each other and from me. Also translators were used. The questions of 

this questionnaire were written on different coloured papers. Question 1: In your opinion, 

what kind of class is nice? Question 2: What can the others (teacher, learning counsellor 

and other pupils) do, that you would feel good in the class? Question 3: What can you do 

for the others that they would feel good in the class?  

With two of the younger children I conducted an interview in their mother tongue. A friend 

of mine helped with the translation of the questions. The interview came a bit unexpected 

for the children. They arrived late to school. Teacher asked me to have the interview 

straight away, and I didn’t have any time to prepare the children for this new situation. The 

interview itself took place in library, which was not the most familiar environment for the 

children. The questions were 1. When do you feel good in the class? What is important for 

you in the class? 2. What can you do that the other children and adults would feel good in 

the class? 3. What can the other children and adults do that you would feel good in the 

class? One of the children was a bit surprised and probably tired and didn’t answer 

anything, while the other answered briefly. 

The two smallest children I asked to draw a picture of a nice class. I gave both of them 

own paper. They were both pondering and did not know where to start. Therefore I decided 

to give an example of a teacher. While drawing the teacher figure, I asked the children how 

she should look like and the children answered by acting out. I continued by asking, what 

were they doing in the class? Was there anyone else, and what were they doing? What 

things are there in the class? And so we ended up drawing altogether on one piece of paper. 

As the Finnish level of the children varied, I had to simplify the questions and think of 

alternative expressions for difficult terms like “compassionate classroom atmosphere”. I 

replaced this term with descriptions like “nice class” or “feeling good in the class”. This 
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part of the data collection is relatively weak, as the responses of the children were really 

short. Nonetheless I wanted to include also this part into my research, because it gives 

voice, even a quiet one, for the children.  

4.2 Data analysis 

First steps of the analysis are taken already in the field, by making decisions, limiting, and 

focusing the look, but also by transforming the experiences into written format (Palmu, 

2007, p. 144). Altogether my research consists of 24 pages of field diary, 14 pages of 

transcribed interview and a couple of pages children´s responses. During my observations, 

discussions and interviews, I have aimed to focus always on facts, which seem to support 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. As a support for my observations, I had different 

categories, which helped me to focus on essential happenings. The categories were verbal 

communication, non-verbal communication, helping behaviour, conflict situations and 

their solutions and additionally organizational facts. Already while writing the notes at the 

school, I highlighted parts which seemed particularly interesting. Discussions with children 

and interview with teacher and learning counsellor were based on my observations. When 

asking questions, giving comments or telling about my experiences during those 

discussions and interviews, I always tried to keep the focus on topics related to 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. 

Once all the data was collected, I began rewriting the hand written notes on computer, 

transcribing the interview and translating some of the children´s comments into Finnish. 

During this process I underlined meaningful expressions. While analysing her data, Palmu 

(2007, p. 146) was given an advice to “live with the data”, which means giving time for the 

data and reading it over and over again. I followed the same advice and it helped me to 

find words and acts which seemed to support the compassionate classroom atmosphere or 

which some of the class members considered meaningful for the classroom atmosphere.  

In my research I used data based content analysis, which aims to create a theoretical unity 

of the researched data by choosing units of analysis from data on the basis of research 

questions. In content analysis the researcher is searching for text´s meanings. Behind my 

analysis is abductive logic, which means that building theories is possible when our 

observations are based on earlier ideas. Often data based analysis is connected to inductive 

logic, which would exclude the influence of researcher and his/her earlier knowledge. 



 

 

 

(Sarajärvi & Tuomi, 2009, pp. 95-104) As I am certain that my earlier research on 

compassion has influenced my research in its all phases, my analysis is based on abductive 

reasoning but can be still seen as data based analysis, since the concepts arose from data. 

Data directional analysis consists of reducing original expressions, grouping them and 

concluding them into concepts (Miles & Huberman, 1994). 

In the following table I give an overview of my analysing process. It shows the 

development of original expressions to reduced expression, subcategories, upper categories 

and finally main categories. After underlining meaningful expressions from data, I 

concluded the main idea of the original expression into reduced expressions. In the next 

step I searched for similarities and differences between these reduced expressions and 

grouped similar expressions in form of a table. These groups built the subcategories. I 

continued grouping of subcategories into upper categories. Finally I thought about a 

concept, which would connect these upper categories and named compassionate classroom 

atmosphere as the main category. This table does not include all of the original expressions 

neither the reduced expressions due to limited space, but all of the subcategories, upper 

categories and main category are presented.  
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Main 

category 

Upper 

categories 

Subcategories Reduced 

expression 

(examples) 

Original expressions 

(examples) 
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SAFETY 

 
Solving 

conflicts 

 

 
Learning 

Finnish 

 
 

Routines 

Interfering teasing 
 
 

Involving parent 
 
 

Visual support 

 
 

Contextual learning 
 

 
Repeating same 

contents 

“Että pitää niinkö puuttua kaikkiin 
semmosiin..” 
 
”Ettäkö tahtoin sitte hätäpalaveriin 
niinkö nuo vanhemmat” 
 
T concretizes a new word by 

drawing on chalk board 
 
“..different ice skating related 
words, which the pupils studied 
yesterday” 
Same kind of beginning of the day 

 

 

 

RESPECT 

Respecting 
working partner 

 

Respecting 
children 

 

Respectful 
solutions 

Gets along with all 
children 

 
 

Children study all 
day 

 
Solving conflicts 

with respect 

“LC on aiva ihanasti ottanu lapset 
haltuunsa..” 
 
”..Kunnioitus lapsia kohtaan siitä, 
että ne jaksaa ylipäätänsä olla täällä 
koko päivän..” 
 
“..puuttuminen, mutta tietenki 

semmosilla lasta kunnioittavilla 
keinoilla.” 

 

 

CONTENTMENT 

WITH 

PROFESSION/ 

STUDIES 

Compassion 

towards the 

profession 
 

 

Motivating 
teaching 

methods 

The profession 
never gets boring 

 

Children are close 
to heart 

 
Child-centred 

methods 
 
Variety in exercises 

 
“..ei leipäänny tähän!” 
 

“..että oikiasti tykkää noista 
lapsista” 
 
”Joo ja se on niinkö lapsi-lähtönen 
.--.. ite toi sen legokuvaston” 
 
”All pupils got to do some different 
types of tasks; puzzle, ipad, games, 
rading..” 

 

 

 

SOCIAL 

RELATION-SHIPS 

 
 

Good working 

partner 

 
 

 

Friendships 
among children 

 
Reading thoughts 

 
 
 
Helping each other 

 

 
Playing together 

 
 

Helping each other 

“..meillä on tämä sanaton.. toinen 
tietää niinkö puolesta sanasta tai 
ilman sanoja, että mitä tehä” 
 
..when T mentions the word 
”draw”, LC is already walking to 
pick up the paper” 

 
A, C,H,E,J,K and B are all playing 
tag together 
 
Pupil H says in Finnish “Pupil K, 
kääntäjä!  Pupil H offers her ipad 
to K 
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TRUST 

 

Honesty 

 

 
Responsibility 

 

 
 

 

Trust to working 

partner 
 

 

 
Knowing each 

other 

 

 
 
Children are taken  

seriously 
 

 
Always a new 

possibility 

 
 

Working partner 
will always help 

 
 

Long history 
 

 
 

Knowing pupils 

”..siitähän se luottamus niinkö 

takentuu, niinkö justiin siitä, että 
ku lapsi kertoo jotaki, niin otetaan 
se niinku tosissaan ja vakavasti ja 
sitte toimitaan tavallaan sen 
mukasesti” 
 
”..niinkö joka tunnin jälkeen, eli 
aina oli uus mahollisuus” 

 
“..niin mä voin luottaa siihen, että 
iliman mun pittää niinkö sanoa, 
niin LC on jo siinä.” 
 
”Me ollaan oltu yhessä.. ollaanko 
me oltu viis vuotta? 
 

”Että just se semmonen jokkaiselle 
räätälöity, mikä itellä tullee jo 
jostaki selkärangasta, että miten 
kehuu ketäki..” 

 

 

 

 

GENUINE 

ENCOUNTER 

 

 

Personal 
treatment 

 

 
 

 

Closeness 

 
Taking pupils as 

individuals 
 
 

 
Personal greetings 

 
 

Touch 
 
 

Eye contact 

”..että semmonenki varmaan on 
että sitä niinku ossaa yksilöllisesti 
ottaa jokkainen. Että sitä se niien 
jokaisen tarpeet niinkö tavallaan 

huomioidaan niinkö ihan erikseen” 
 
Day begins again with personal 
greetings to each pupil 
 
 „You funny blue-tack chin!“ 
touching simultaneously pupil J’s 
cheeks. 
T is looking all children into eyes, 

asking them the infos of the day. 

 

 

 

SUPPORT 

 

Positive 
communication 

 

 

Helping 

Cheering and 
praising 

 
 

Helping with 
Finnish 

 
 

Helping with lesson 
preparation 

“No sitte se, että pienistäki 
edistymisistä kannustaa ja kehuu.” 
 
..Pupil K doesn t́ understand and 

says something in his mother 
tongue. B explains the 
announcement with his own mother 
tongue 
 
LC helped T to prepare paper 
accordions 

 

 

 

 

HUMOUR & 

PLAY 

 

 

Humour 

 
 

 

 
 

 

Play 

Same kind of 

humour 
 
 

Fooling around with 
children 

 
 

 

Play is important 
 
 
 

Playing unites 

“Meillä on samanlainen 

huumorintaju. Minkä oon unohtanu 
sanoa. Että mikä tekkee sitä 
välittävää ilmapiiriä myös. Että 
mehän paljo niinku höpätetään 
nuotten muksujen kans” 
 
”Ite nään leikin merkityksen tosi 
suurena, ku meillon neljä muksua 

ja meillä lapset on leikkiny ihan 
älyttömän paljo!” 
 
Play has its own common language 

Table 1 Data analysis - from original expressions to main category 
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According to Coffey and Atkinson (1996, p. 4), research is a process, which proceeds in 

different cycles. The analysis should be reflexive and it should take place in different 

phases of research. In my analysis I have moved continuously between different parts of 

my research. While trying to find categories, I have read the 40 pages of my data over and 

over again, as I have also done while searching for connection between different 

categories. Eskola and Suoranta (1998, p. 107) conclude, that in an ethnographic research 

analysis most important is to understand the target. This was also aim of my research. In 

the next chapter I present the results of my analysis. 

  



 

 

 

5 Results 

After a thorough data analysis the results of my master thesis are presented in this chapter. 

I found out that compassionate classroom atmosphere in the studied preparatory class is a 

“holistic package”, which consists of eight cornerstones. I first present the individual 

cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere under chapter 5.1. and then explain 

how the cornerstones are interlinked in chapter 5.2. 

5.1 Cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere 

In my research I found out that compassionate classroom atmosphere in this preparatory 

class has eight cornerstones; safety, respect, contentment with profession and studies, good 

social relationships, trust, genuine encounter, support, humour and play. The following 

table pictures the structure of compassionate classroom atmosphere. 

Table 2 The cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere 

All the eight cornerstones are interlinked with each other. If one of them was missing, it 

would affect the stability of the whole construction. It is like a row house, which requires 

the whole foundation to be stable. The division of compassionate classroom atmosphere 

into eight cornerstones is based on the data analysis, where several categories were 

connected into these cornerstones. The whole analysis process has been demonstrated 

under chapter 4 Methodological framework. In the following sections I present each 

cornerstone and give various citations from my data to support of my research outcomes. 

5.1.1 Feeling safe 

Safety in this particular preparatory class turned out to be an essential part of 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. Pupils are surrounded by a new environment, 

culture and language, which brings along insecurity. Constructive solutions to difficult 

COMPASSIONATE CLASSROOM ATMOSPHERE 
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CONTENTMENT 

WITH 

PROFESSION & 

STUDIES 

GOOD 

SOCIAL 
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SHIPS 
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GENUINE 

ENCOUNTER 

 

SUPPORT 

 

HUMOUR & 

PLAY 
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situations, routines and supporting the learning of Finnish language enhanced the pupil’s 

feeling of safety. When the pupils feel safe in the classroom, they have better possibilities 

to learn and grow into balanced teens and adults (Salovaara & Honkonen, 2011, p. 12). 

Solving conflicts constructively has a huge meaning for feeling of safety. Teacher told 

about bullying in her class and how it was solved. 

„I noticed such situations, where they [some pupils from preparatory class] 

were waiting behind a door that A pupil would come out and when he did, 

they ran away. Really brutal, something that gets me a bit angry… But then 

for example the parents of K and B pupils were unbelievably lovely. I wanted 

the parents to meet for an emergency meeting, and the boys were there too, 

and then there was the world’s loveliest translator… It [the discussion] was 

somehow so warm even though we talked about difficult issues, and even 

though the situation was kind of intimate, then after the meeting the attitude 

of K and B towards A changed enormously! And it was enough to just 

mention the discussion, for example to B pupil, and he nodded right away.“ 

(Interview, teacher) 

According to the class teacher some of the pupils had been bullying a boy in their class. It 

was hard to believe that there had been any conflicts in the class, as it seemed peaceful at 

the time of my research. The reason why there were no clues of conflict was that it had 

been sorted out very profoundly immediately. Teacher had contacted the parents and they 

arranged an „emergency meeting“ with the boys, their parents and a translator, where the 

bullying was discussed thoroughly. When the pupils notice, that bullying is not accepted 

and conflicts are solved immediately, they feel more secure in the class. 

„You just need to interfere [with the conflicts] and discuss them. We have 

several examples of situations, where our pupils go to integration lessons, 

and for some reason it is not so pleasant for a child to go there. When we 

start looking into it, there might be something like that the child doesn´t feel 

welcome there or she/he is being bullied in that class. And then if those 

things are not thoroughly sorted out. When we tell the class teacher about 

those issues and that the pupil told us about them, then she/he says „yes“. 

And then nothing happens. Even though from our perspective it would 

continue to get worse and worse, still for example the parents of the bully are 



 

 

 

not invited to the school. That kind of interfering of with conflicts, it should 

concern the whole school.“ (Teacher, interview) 

The class teacher emphasized the importance of an early intervention in situations, where 

something is troubling a child. Pupils of preparatory class are integrated into their future 

class in lessons such as Art, Physical education and Handicrafts at early state to support the 

learning of Finnish language and to get to know the future peers. This integration does not 

always go as smoothly as it could and sometimes even bullying does take place. 

Preparatory class teacher describes that the teachers of other classes often leave the 

problem aside and do not talk with the pupils involved or their parents. In her opinion the 

whole school should have a common constructive policy when it comes to solving 

conflicts so that the children can feel safe. According to Ruiz and Minguez (2001, p. 164) 

compassion aims to solve the structures which cause misery. In this case the structure is the 

school as a unity. In the questionnaire also one of the pupils referred to nice class as a 

place with no conflicts. 

“A nice class is like where no one fights, where everyone learns well and 

listens to the teacher. The teacher also has to be good and help and try to 

understand.” (Pupil, questionnaire) 

The pupil also mentioned the bidirectional interaction between teacher and pupils –the 

pupils on the one side are to learn well and listen to the teacher and the teacher on the other 

side should be helpful and understanding. In addition to constructive conflict solving and 

good teacher-pupil interaction, also supporting the Finnish learning made the pupils feel 

more secure.  

“An announcement comes from the school radio. B doesn’t understand and 

says something in his mother tongue. K explains the announcement in his 

own mother tongue.” (Field journal) 

Both of these pupils spoke the same mother tongue. K was already further with his Finnish 

studies and could explain B what was said in the announcement. Being surrounded by a 

language that one does not yet understand, increases the feeling of insecurity. All of the 

pupils had been in the same situation, so they were emphatically helping each other. Also 

the adults tried to help, if they noticed that one of the pupils does not understand. They 

adjusted their communication suitable for each pupil and used drawing, acting and 
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translators as support. In one of the lessons, the learning counsellor was reading together 

with pupil E on the sofa. One of the words is “löyly”, “sauna bath”. E asks LC “What is 

that?”. Learning counsellor acts as if she would be sitting in sauna, and throws 

demonstratively water on the hot stones and says “That is löyly!” Learning the local 

language and customs helps to adapt and brings along feeling of stability. These adaptive 

strategies give the possibility to “recover an ordinary way of life”. (Kohli, 2011, p. 313.) 

Also some organizational facts seemed to support the feeling of safety. For example in the 

preparatory class some routines were present which repeated daily and provided some kind 

of steady environment. In the first lesson, teacher always asked which day it was and how 

the current weather situation was like. These were written on chalk board next to the daily 

schedule. This routine supported the Finnish learning, as the children heard words related 

to date and weather daily. Every week began with writing and drawing about weekend’s 

happenings into a booklet on Monday mornings. According to Kia-Keating and Ellis 

(2007, p. 30) feeling safe in school is especially important for young refugees, whose life is 

otherwise full of uncertainties. School offers possibilities to build trustful relationships, 

make commitments and act in a valuable manner with the others. During the ethnographic 

observation, there was one child with refugee background in the class, for whom safety in 

school was especially important. However all the other children had also newly arrived in 

Finland, where the new environment, language and culture entailed insecurity. Safety in 

school therefore certainly contributes to the compassionate classroom atmosphere. In this 

preparatory class, pupils’ feeling of safety was supported by constructive solutions of 

conflict situations, routines and support in Finnish language. 

The collected data did not provide direct examples on teacher´s or learning counsellor’s 

feeling of safety. Most likely, they both felt already safe, as the environment and the 

profession were familiar to them and they had been working in the same manner for 

several years. Though it could be argued that the good cooperation with working partner 

enhances the feeling of safety – they could always count on each other´s help. 

“Teacher goes to show the school building for some visitors and asks 

learning counsellor to keep an eye on the class meanwhile. Learning 

counsellor continues the lesson alone.” (Field journal) 



 

 

 

When pupils feel safe to express their own point of view, they will become brave enough 

to “reveal fundamental differences of opinion, values and beliefs” (Kessler, 2000, p. 24), 

which will lead to deep understanding of differences among the pupils of the class. This 

leads to mutual respect, which is discussed in the next chapter. 

5.1.2 Respecting each other 

Respect was an essential part of compassionate classroom atmosphere in this class. The 

earlier literature has confirmed that the dignity of every human being simultaneously 

provides a source and a motive for compassion. Because we are all precious, we can be 

compassionate and receive compassion (Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 163). Learning 

counsellor emphasized the importance of even-handed treatment. 

“I don’t know if we already talked about even-handed treatment, like all are 

being paid attention to equally. Or at least we strive for that. But probably 

that also creates it. That everyone is as worthy and we care about everyone.” 

(Learning counsellor, interview) 

Learning counsellor considers every class member equal and everyone is being cared for. 

When every class member is concerned valuable, all class members respect each other 

reciprocally. This could be seen in the way they interacted and talked about each other.  

“In a sense there’s a sort of respect towards the children as they manage the 

whole day here, while we babble Finnish all the time. That is a huge effort 

for them. Imagine there would be a herd of adults here in the same situation, 

they couldn’t handle it. They would probably be protesting already.” 

(Teacher, interview) 

Teacher explained how she respects all the children for managing to listen and use a new 

language all day long. This would also be challenging for any adult. Teacher and learning 

counsellor also took this into account during the school days – if children seemed tired 

they were given easier tasks. The first graders were allowed to play in the last lesson. 

Pupils in turn also respect the adults and their peers by letting them work in a peaceful 

environment. 

“Pupils arrive one after another into class. Two were on time, rest come by 

8.30. T greets each pupil personally with name. T: “Good morning 
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D/C/A…”. T merely whispers and tells each child which book they should 

work on. The calmness of the teacher is reflected on the pupils, when she 

whispers, they whisper as well. So everyone gets to work in a peaceful 

environment.” (Field journal) 

Pupils were all quiet in that lesson and no one was disturbing others while studying. Pupils 

seemed to understand, how important the quietness is for the learning. Additionally, also 

calm behaviour of the teacher and the learning counsellor served as a model for the 

children. Certainly, not all of the lessons were this peaceful; sometimes the respect towards 

others was shown by helping each other in Finnish exercises or joining another child in an 

adventurous play. If any conflicts occurred they were solved in a respectful manner. 

“It is also caring, and one of our means to address that we care, when 

child´s behaviour worsens and we interfere with that, but obviously in a 

manner that respects the child. It was like that after each lesson, meaning 

that there always was a new possibility. Even when the first lesson had been 

poor, having tantrum, refusing from studying and all that. Still always, even 

though that lesson was marked with the sad smiley face, in the beginning of 

the next class was always the encouragement of “Hey, now you have a new 

chance!”. And then at the end of the day the child could evaluate his overall 

behaviour and could decide whether he deserved the smiley face. And we 

didn´t interfere with that, he could put whatever he wanted. And then the 

parent’s signature, that they always had to talk also at home. But B agreed 

with that and it was lovely to see, how he took the responsibility of his own 

behaviour. That both are necessary, rewarding and paying attention to 

positive behaviour and progress, but also in the other direction.” (Teacher, 

interview) 

The teacher describes caring as a two-sided coin; positive behaviour needs to be paid 

attention to but also negative behaviour has to be interfered. As a response to one pupil’s 

negative behaviour, teacher and learning counsellor had invented a booklet, where they 

noted together with the child, how well the lesson had gone using smiley faces. Each 

lesson was considered separately, and new lessons meant new possibility. This kind of 

solution is respectful towards the child and gives him chance to take the responsibility over 



 

 

 

his own behaviour. Children´s own perspective was taken into account and the adults 

respected children’s opinion. 

“Teacher goes to see J’s paper accordion. Teacher: “Great job J! May I 

show it to everyone?” Pupil J shakes her head. Teacher respects her 

response.” (Field journal) 

After the Christmas holiday, children were given a task to draw or write about their holiday 

into a paper accordion – one picture on each side. Pupil J had drawn some nice pictures, 

which teacher wanted to show for the rest of the class. The pupil did not want others to see 

her drawings. Teacher listened to her will and did not show the picture to other pupils. This 

kind of sensitivity to children’s thoughts shows that their perspective is considered 

valuable. In addition to respect between pupils and adults, the teacher and the learning 

counsellor valued each other: 

“The learning counsellor has very skilfully gotten to know the children and 

knew right away how to handle someone like pupil C, who is a quite 

challenging one. Like to be able to pull the right strings, it’s a lovely gift!” 

(Interview, teacher) 

Learning counsellor had been away from the class for half a year, so most of the children 

were new to her. Teacher admired how well she has taken over all the children. Overall, 

respect could be seen and felt in the class. The way how the class members acted and 

talked with each other was always understanding and respectful. If any problems appeared, 

they were immediately discussed and solved. In the next chapter I provide an insight into 

facts, which contribute to the contentment of the teacher’s and the learning counsellor’s 

with their profession and pupils’ with their studies. 

5.1.3 Being content with the profession and studies 

Another matter which contributed to compassionate classroom atmosphere, was the 

happiness and contentment of the teacher’s and the learning counsellor’s with their 

profession and pupils’ with their studies. For the teacher and the learning counsellor the 

profession seemed like a dream come true. Learning counsellor emphasized how she truly 

enjoys working with children. 
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“I like this profession enormously and I like working with children. So in my 

opinion that is also being transmitted to the encounters with the children and 

to how we interact with them.” (Learning counsellor, interview)  

Teacher added, when one really likes their job, one is ready to put more effort in it. 

“It is like one is so married with this job, but on the other hand I don’t 

experience it, or I don’t become distressed about it, or I don’t feel like this 

would take my whole life, but rather that this is still in balance. It is ok for 

me, that I like this so very much and enjoy doing it. And I’m ready to work 

for it to maintain it the same.” (Teacher, interview) 

The contentment of the teacher and the learning counsellor with their profession surely 

contributes to the compassionate classroom atmosphere. Like learning counsellor 

expressed, the contentment can also be seen when they are working – how warmly they 

treat all of the pupils. Teacher brought up another aspect, how the profession is kind of a 

life style and how one is ready to work for it to keep it the way it is. Both the teacher and 

the learning counsellor invested lots of time in the work in preparatory class. Once I 

arrived a bit earlier to school and saw learning counsellor in the class. When asking what 

she was doing, she explained me she was searching for suitable Maths exercises for a 

pupil. Another time teacher explained me, how she helped a pupil, who had just arrived in 

town, to find hobbies. She visited the local swimming hall together with the family and she 

also showed other possibilities. Both teacher and learning counsellor were doing extra 

work for their pupils, which shows that they truly care about their pupils. These efforts 

clearly support the pupils’ wellbeing and through that also the compassionate classroom 

atmosphere. Teacher concluded her perception to the profession with ”Kind of … it never 

gets boring!” 

What comes to contentment of the pupils’ with their studies, pedagogical solutions were 

often innovative and motivated the pupils to learn. In addition to normal ABC-books, the 

first graders also had their own collection of words in a tiny box. Pupils could choose the 

words themselves so they are meaningful and interesting for them which kept them content 

with their studies.. 

“Teacher to pupil E: ”Do you want to search a new word from this lego-

book?” pupil E: “Yes”…. T: “Do you know what would be quite a nice 



 

 

 

word?“ pupil E “Tell me?” Teacher: “Shark!” pupil E agrees. Another word 

which is chosen is “octopus”.” (Field journal) 

A lego catalogue was often used for Finnish learning, as there were two boys who really 

enjoyed playing with legos. Learning new words with the catalogue seemed to work very 

well. The teacher told that the idea originally came from a pupil who brought the catalogue 

to school. While watching it together, teacher realized it could be used for learning new 

words. Learning exciting lego figure names was motivating for these two boys and they 

could easily spell “luurankokuningas” “a skeleton king”. Also the surrounding happenings 

were often taken into account when teaching new words. 

“T notices that there is a snowplough outside, T and pupil K are watching it 

next to each other. T takes a paper and a pen and explains names of different 

parts and how the machine works. They continue watching the snowplough.” 

(Field journal) 

These kind of small situations made the pupils enjoy the school days even more. Both the 

teacher and the learning counsellor knew the children very well, so they anticipated what 

could motivate the pupils and what kind of exercises were good for them – most of the 

exercises were differentiated to meet the competences of every individual child. Teacher 

and learning counsellor were also continuously open for new ideas of teaching different 

subjects. If something interesting happened close by, like snowplough ploughing the ice, 

situations like this were considered as potential learning possibilities. Learning Finnish as a 

second language is special in comparison to learning other languages. As the pupils are 

surrounded by the new language, they have possibilities to learn in many different 

contexts. This special character of second languages was taken into account in this 

preparatory class. 

All the class members are happy with what they are doing, which leads to enthusiastic 

teaching, motivated learning and above all compassionate classroom atmosphere. In 

addition to personal happiness, also good social relationships are necessary for 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. The importance of a good working partner and 

friends are discussed in the following chapter. 
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5.1.4 Taking care of good social relationships  

”It is really difficult to make it work so that the positive cycle would start to 

roll. It is so much lighter and easier, when you have a person next to you, and 

we have this non-verbal communication… the other knows from half a word or 

without words, what to do next or like when I see, while I´m with another child, 

that one of the children is ready with the tasks or walks around, I can trust, that 

before I need to say anything, LC is already there. I think, that from one’s own 

balance and wellbeing results that one is able to be the happy and cheerful one 

and one hopes that it would be transmitted also to children and generate 

something how they treat someone else.” (Teacher, interview) 

The class teacher emphasizes the importance of one’s wellbeing, which is for her closely 

related to a good working partner. Having a person by one’s side, whom one can trust, who 

understands even without words and who is competent in her profession brings along 

personal happiness and cheerfulness, which she hopes to serve as a model for the children 

as well. The class teacher truly is a person, whose smile and laugh are easy to catch. In the 

following, teacher describes how meaningful good relationship with the working partner is 

for her own wellbeing: 

”People, people make it [the compassionate classroom atmosphere]. Even 

though you can support it with the interior decoration, but still, with this zone 

of proximal development, that you can do a lot by yourself, but if the 

personality or the values and attitudes that are important for oneself – if they 

don’t meet, then the motor is not that well-tuned. And even if the values and 

attitudes met but your sense of humour and your characters are different, then 

you can still get quite close... But it is like, when you have once had a good 

relationship, you know what it is like. It is just the same here. I have 

experienced with the learning counsellor how well this preparatory class group 

can be tuned, the more one appreciates it now that the other part of the 

excellent motor is back. The difference is so enormous. It is so meaningful also 

for one’s own wellbeing.” (Teacher, interview) 

The class teacher emphasizes how people make the classroom atmosphere. For her, 

especially good connection with her working partner, who shares the same values and 

attitudes and has similar character and humour, has been essential. Teacher uses a 



 

 

 

metaphor of “well-tuned motor”, refers to the great cooperation they have. She compares 

the situation to last autumn, when there was another learning counsellor in the class with 

whom she did not have the same connection. The day my observation period began, the 

previous learning counsellor returned to this class – luckily, I could say, as it seemed to 

have such a great meaning to the classroom atmosphere. Learning counsellor also 

considered a good working partner important.  

“How meaningful it is that we know each other and have the same values and 

everything else like this, how we maintain this class spirit. Or maybe we 

don’t even maintain it but it appears itself.” (Learning counsellor, interview) 

Learning counsellor specifies knowing each other and mutual values to be meaningful. 

When I asked them, how long they had been working together, the teacher answered „We 

have been together... has it been five years?“. After working together for so many years, 

they have had time to get to know each other thoroughly and develop their cooperation. 

Even when the learning counsellor had been sent to another class for half a year, their 

connection had not disappeared. Learning counsellor mentioned also the teacher’s and her 

relation to class spirit – first stating that they maintain it but quickly corrected that it 

appears to maintain itself. The first idea of maintaining the class spirit is understandable, as 

the pedagogical skills of both, teacher and learning counsellor, play a central role in the 

classroom atmosphere. The teacher and the learning counsellor were also continuously 

striving to improve the relationships among the pupils, as the following example by the 

teacher shows.  

“When I think about the relationships among the pupils, in autumn we have 

worked really hard for that. For example, majority of the pupils used to be 

against one.” (Teacher, interview) 

In a preparatory class the pupils change yearly, which is a challenge for making friends 

among the children. Additionally different languages and cultures make the relationship 

building special. Last fall there had been a group of preparatory class pupils against one 

pupil. This had been interfered immediately and the situation had improved. Good 

relationships among the pupils are not always self-evident, sometimes the adults need to 

support the children to develop friendships. One tool that was used to enhance social 

relationships in the classroom was giving time for free play. Almost daily the small 

children could spend the last lesson of the day playing freely with each other.  
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Children themselves also considered friends important. In the interview I asked the two 

pupils “What is important for you in the class? “, one of them gave several names of peers 

as her answer. Two other pupils I asked to draw a picture of a nice class, and both of them 

drew their best friends also into the picture. During my observation I also spent some 

breaks outside with the children and saw how the children played tag and other outdoor 

games together. For children the lack of common language was mostly not a problem, they 

rather creatively communicated with gestures or sometimes they even created a new play 

language. 

Good social relationships are essential for compassionate classroom atmosphere. 

Sometimes they are formed by themselves, other times they require more effort. Mutual 

trust is the basis of social relationship, and it is discussed in the following section.  

5.1.5 Trusting each other 

”Trust is built precisely from taking the child seriously when hr/she tells 

something and acting accordingly.” (Teacher, interview) 

The class teacher describes how “taking the child seriously” is essential for building trust. 

Also, if the child tells for example about bullying, it is necessary to act immediately. 

According to Ilmonen and Jokinen (2002) honesty and keeping promises are essential for 

building trust. They claim that it is easiest to increase trust by recognizing the positive 

events. Also all pupils need to be treated in the same manner. Building and maintaining a 

trustful classroom atmosphere requires teacher’s effort, which means support, familiarity, 

respect, time, closeness and responsibility. (Ilmonen & Jokinen, 2002, pp. 95, 192.) The 

following citation from my field journal gives a good example on one pupil´s trust which 

has gradually developed in the class. 

“During the break T told me about a pupil with communication issues. The 

pupil had forgotten in the morning that she does not normally speak in the 

class. T had praised the pupil’s drawing and the pupil had begun to explain 

about it aloud. This normally barely ever happens, T told. In the middle of 

the story she probably noticed she is speaking aloud, and started whispering 

again. T: “Maybe it’s a result of a compassionate classroom atmosphere that 



 

 

 

she has begun to talk in some situations!” T told, she had not spoken a word 

in preschool, even though her Finnish level is excellent.” (Field journal) 

This pupil had been in the preparatory class for half a year and had time to gradually build 

her trust. In this situation she probably was flattered by the teacher’s positive comments on 

her drawing and felt a need to explain what was in the picture. In comparison to her 

previous year in preschool, where she had said no word, it was a huge improvement that 

she could already explain stories aloud even she began to whisper in the middle of the 

story. Like the teacher said, “Maybe it’s a result of compassionate classroom atmosphere 

that she has begun to talk in some situation!” 

Like Ilmonen and Jokinen (2002, pp. 95, 192) argued, also equal treatment is important for 

trust. Pupils could trust that they will get their personal attention at some point of the day. 

“Even-handed treatment is present in the class and all children get attention 

equally. T concentrates on different pupils on each lesson. I recall, how T 

told this hint for me in my practice as well. In a preparatory class it is 

necessary to differentiate all the time. First I felt I needed to be everywhere 

all the time. T told me to concentrate on one pupil at a time, and give rest of 

the pupils’ independent tasks. Sure, if there are more adults available, they 

can help out with some other pupils.” (Field journal) 

Preparatory class differs in this aspect greatly from regular classes – in a preparatory class 

all the children have their personal learning goals, so differentiation is needed all the time. 

In this class the challenge was solved constructively – the teacher concentrated on one 

pupil in each lesson. Hence children could be certain that they would receive their personal 

attention. This routine built trust between the teacher and the pupils. Trust could also be 

observed in the way children acted. They seemed to feel free to do what felt good in that 

very moment  

“As A came into the class, he first run to the sofa to have a look outside, then 

crapped a stuffed animal and took it with him to his place.” (Field journal) 

This observation shows how the child acts freely in the class. He does not just go straight 

away to his place, but instead walks to the window, looks outside and takes a stuffed 

animal under his arm. Törrönen, Borokdina and Samoylova (2013, p. 12) say that trust is 

based on “freedom to act”. Naturally, there were also certain rules in the class, which had 
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to be followed, but all the class members had the freedom to be themselves and act freely. 

In addition to trust between pupils and adults, also the teacher and the learning counsellor 

trusted each other 

“I can trust that before I need to say anything, LC is already there.” 

(Interview, teacher) 

Teacher and learning counsellor’s cooperation worked very well. When the teacher 

mentioned, that the pupils should draw something, learning counsellor had already brought 

paper for the children even nothing was said. It seemed almost like they could read each 

other’s thoughts. They had worked together for five years and knew what would be helpful 

in different situations. According to Törrönen et al (2013, p. 8) experiences of trust create 

positive reciprocal relationships. Therefore it is necessary to work gradually for building 

trust, as it forms the basis for the relationships among class members. In turn, genuine 

encounter enables class members to meet others respecting each other’s dignity. 

5.1.6 Genuine encounter 

Meeting each class member as a person is being described here as “genuine encounter”. It 

is has been translated from the corresponding Finnish concept “aito kohtaaminen”. It is an 

essential part of compassionate classroom atmosphere. In the following quote the teacher 

describes the importance of considering each pupil as an individual.  

“Also like paying attention to each child. It is important for me to meet 

everyone right away in the morning, and to pay attention to everyone 

personally. Because that is how it is possible to see, what kind of a morning 

they have had and in which mood they are. And then our pre-teens, I try to 

emphatically notice that for example G is tired. Commenting something 

relating to it so that the child knows that I know how she/he feels. That is our 

starting point for the day. Not only focusing on our plans, but having the 

children as the basis.[ …] Like that reading those situations and being able 

to give space in the moments when it seems, that a child does not have 

enough energy anymore. That is also caring, taking into account the mood 

and strengths of the pupils. That you don’t demand from them more than 



 

 

 

what they are capable of. Even though you would have planned differently, 

then still, you’d always have the situational sensitivity.” (Teacher, interview) 

Teacher places situational sensitivity and children’s wellbeing ahead of her own lesson 

plans. If a child seems tired or is otherwise feeling bad, it is better to leave the difficult 

exercises and do something else which is suitable for the child in that very moment. Both 

teacher and learning counsellor were “reading the situations” and observing the children 

all the time. Teacher further explains how meaningful eye contact can be. 

“I think it is lovely to have such a good connection with the children. You 

know when you take an eye contact, then you are like really watching. I think 

it is just lovely, for example with the pupil E, when she has a situation where 

she has a new person aside and she seems a bit insecure, then she always 

searches for eye contact. And then I look to her and do something from there 

and then she turns back and feels more relaxed. The child knows and feels 

that I always notice them. I have a lovely feeling that I can always be reached 

with that eye contact that I am always so present. When she needs that 

support you are able to give it.”(Teacher, interview) 

Eye contact can be really meaningful and helpful for the children. Pupil E was a really 

sensitive child, who was anxious in new situations and with new people. As the teacher 

was observing the class all the time, she also could see when pupil E felt insecure and 

encouraged her with a cheering eye contact. Teacher also described how the eye contact 

can have different meanings, depending on a pupil. One of the pupils used to day dream 

during the lessons and for him the eye contact was more awakening than cheering, like 

“Start working!”. Hence, individual treatment was necessary. 

“Maybe also that one is able to meet everyone personally. Taking into 

account everyone’s needs individually.” (Learning counsellor, interview) 

Learning counsellor emphasized the personal encounter with each of the class members. 

Classroom consists of individuals with their own will, not of group of pupils who can all 

be treated in the same way. This individuality was taken into consideration in different 

interactions in the classroom. Feedback was adjusted suitable to each child. Some of the 

children were shyer than the others, and they did not want to be praised in front of others. 

In attitudes towards closeness there were also great differences among the children.  
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“Whom you touch and who you don’t. For example pupil B likes it, when you 

say “Great, really good!” (T touches TA’s hand for demonstrating when 

saying that). Then again the pupil G is avoiding it more when other pupils 

are around. Only when no one is watching he also likes to be touched on 

hand. They are so different even though they have lots of similarities as well. 

I think it is mostly unconscious. In that moment, when I encounter a child, I 

don’t think about how I am acting.” (Teacher, interview) 

Teacher describes how each child considers touch differently. With touch the teacher refers 

to placing a hand over a pupil’s shoulder or stroking their back. As both teacher and 

learning counsellor know the pupils so well, they can adjust their own behaviour suitable 

to the pupils’ preferences. When the pupils’ attitude towards closeness is taken into 

account, it corresponds best to their needs. Some pupils even seek for closeness by finding 

a place new by the adults. 

 “Pupil E enters the classroom and stands right next to learning counsellor. 

LC puts her hands on pupil E’s shoulders and asks, “Was is cold?” pupil E 

nods. LC warms her up for a little while.” (Field journal) 

In this moment, pupil E clearly needed the closeness from the learning counsellor, and she 

also responded to this wish. She seemed to be able to imagine how pupil E felt after having 

spent the break outside in the coldness. Both the learning counsellor and the teacher often 

showed their empathy to children. One of the pupils had hurt himself while playing outside 

so teacher asked whether everything was ok. 

“T sits in squat in front of pupil K and helps him to get started with an 

exercise. She asks “Is this still hurting? Is it still ai ai ai?” T pointing at his 

arm. T shows different thumbs to find out how pupil K is feeling. Pupil K 

shows his thumb up.” (Field journal) 

Teacher was concerned about pupil K’s wellbeing and wanted to find out whether his arm 

was hurting before beginning the exercises. This gives a child a feeling, that he/she is truly 

being cared for and his/her wellbeing is important for the adult. Taking such situations into 

account is only possible when being present in the moment. If the teacher’s and learning 

counsellor were only concerned about the contents of different subject and would blindly 

strive to teaching these contents, they might not have thought about pupil K’s hurting arm. 



 

 

 

Teacher also told in the interview, how pupils’ wellbeing is always the most important 

matter for her and the learning counsellor.  

“It is just like LC said. When we talk about values, and how you prioritize 

your being here. I think that for both of us, children are always the number 

one. And their wellbeing and the like, that the learning comes kind of as 

second.” (Teacher, interview) 

The teacher and the learning counsellor value wellbeing of the children even more than 

learning. This perspective seems ground-breaking the current time, where the successful 

learning outcomes are often valued over pupils’ wellbeing. She also described the special 

character of a preparatory class related to being present. 

”Here [in preparatory class] has developed something like a”third sense”. 

Like a reality that runs in the back of your head, that always when something 

changes or something new comes up you just recognize it right away. I’m 

completely sure, that it develops here in preparatory class. You need it all the 

time, when you try to keep track of who has finished which activity and what 

he/she is doing next. You just act.” (Teacher, interview) 

According to the teacher, the years in the preparatory class have taught her mindfulness. 

This ability to be present in the moment brings along the skill to notice all the new things 

happening in the surroundings and support the other class members whenever they need. In 

this classroom everyone knew each other really well and all the encounters were based on 

respect, trust and understanding. Wihersaari (2011, pp. 84-88) sees genuine encounter as 

the core of education. According to his research, genuine encounter is based on mutual 

acceptance and respect. Kauppinen (2007, p. 83) has defined presence, interaction and 

consideration of everyone’s feelings as essential parts of genuine encounter. All of these 

aspects were present in this preparatory class. In my observations and interview for this 

study I noticed that the presence, eye contact, knowing each other, adjusting the interaction 

suitable for each person, situational sensitivity and reacting to different situations made 

possible the genuine encounter, which positively and sustainably enhanced the 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. Genuine encounter is closely linked to the mutual 

support in the classroom which is presented in the following section. 
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5.1.7  Supporting each other  

The true presence allowed the class members to see, if someone needed support. All class 

members supported each other through positive constructive communication and helping. 

The teacher underlined the importance of authentic feedback. 

“...well cheering and praising also for the small advancements. And not only 

saying something but really meaning it. Not only like “Good pupil A, good 

pupil B...” The comment really needs to be pertinent. You need to say it in the 

moment where it fits and even it would be the 10
th

 time that day. Still you say 

it, because the child has deserved it.” (Teacher, interview) 

The class was full of praising and cheering – supportive positive comments could be heard 

all the time. The teacher described it is essential to really mean what one is saying and also 

the right timing is important. These constructive comments give children a feeling that they 

are really doing well and give them trust in their own abilities. The pupils need 

encouragement especially language wise, as Finnish is a completely new language for 

them. Cheering makes the pupils more secure and possibly improves their self-esteem. 

“T does a reading exercise with pupil E on the sofa. T:“Great pupil E, you 

read well!””. (Field journal) 

The older pupils in the class, who were already teenagers, were uncertain not only with the 

new language but also with everything else they did. For them the praising seemed to be 

especially meaningful.  

“Pupil G writes the day’s information on board. G: My handwriting is so 

horrible!” T: “Your handwriting is excellent!”” (Field journal) 

In addition to positive communication, the class members were also supporting each other 

by helping. If one of the children had any problem, either the peers, the teacher or the 

learning counsellor helped him/her right away. In addition to the cooperation between the 

learning counsellor and the teacher worked well, and they stood always by each other’s 

side. 



 

 

 

“LC hears, when T is saying to pupil C “Good C, I’m coming reeeeeeally 

soon to you”. T is still explaining something to another pupil. LC goes to 

help pupil C”. (Field journal) 

Helping in the class was often spontaneous and mostly it was not even necessary to ask for 

help. The learning counsellor and the teacher were truly present in the moment, so they 

could hear and see easily, when their help was needed. In a preparatory class it is necessary 

to differentiate in all the lessons, as each child has different learning goals. Instead of 

guiding the whole class on the same topic, in most of the lessons each pupil needs to be 

given advices individually. This requires good lesson planning and great cooperation 

between teacher and learning counsellor, so that they have enough time for each pupil. 

Also the pupils helped each other whenever necessary. 

“Pupil K says in his mother tongue probably that he would need a translator. 

Pupil H says in Finnish “Pupil K, kääntäjä!” “Pupil K, translator”. After a 

while LC goes to pick up an Ipad. Pupil H is faster and offers her Ipad to K. 

H herself is using now her phone.” (Field journal) 

In the class there were a few pupils, who shared the same mother tongue. They had arrived 

in Finland at different times, therefore some of them could speak Finnish better than 

others. The pupil H understood pupil K’s complaining and translated this into Finnish. She 

noticed that she could help K faster than LC by giving her Ipad for him, and used her own 

phone for translating. Different applications for translation were often used in the lessons 

to support the Finnish learning. As the adults only spoke Finnish and English, the 

children’s help was indispensable. Additionally, all of the pupils had shared the experience 

of the first weeks in Finland, when they could not understand a word. Because of the 

shared experience, children might also understand each other better and know how 

important helping is. 

In the questionnaire I asked the children to describe a nice class. Helping seemed to be 

important also for this pupil. “In my opinion my class is friendly and good. My class is 

friendly because everyone helps each other.” (Questionnaire, pupil) To the second 

question, “What could other class members do so that you would feel good in the class?” 

one of the pupils emphasized the support in learning the Finnish language “I like it when 

the teachers explain the material to me when I don’t understand the meaning”. To the 
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question “What can you do, that the other would feel good in your class?” another child 

responded: “I try to help and listen to the teacher. When new people come to class, I try 

not to cheat. If a new pupil comes, I am friendly and try to help.”(Questionnaire, pupil)  

These comments from the children show, that they appreciate the help they receive and are 

also prepared to help others. Reciprocal support was a natural way of interacting in the 

classroom for all the class members. It enhances the compassionate classroom atmosphere 

and also strengthens the relationships. In the following chapter, I present two aspects, 

which help to intensify those relations among class members.  

5.1.8  Laughing and playing together 

In addition to the seven cornerstones described above, compassionate classroom 

atmosphere was also characterized by shared laughter and mutual play, which seemed to 

unite the members and increase the feeling of interconnectedness. The study by Huss 

(2008, p. 31) on secondary teacher’s use of humour found connections between humour 

and good classroom atmosphere. Humour was said to increase “sense of community” and 

“feeling of belonging”. Humour was also described to “diminish anxiety”. Teacher and 

learning counsellor also shared the same sense of humour. 

“Something that is also important is that we [T & LC] have the same kind of 

humour. That also contributes to the compassionate atmosphere. That we 

fool around a lot with our pupils. Some understand it and some might not. 

But not to the detriment of anyone but rather in a compassionate way.” 

(Teacher, interview) 

Teacher states that humour is an important factor contributing to compassionate classroom 

atmosphere. Learning counsellor and teacher seemed to have the same sense of humour, 

which they both named as important part of good working partner. During the breaks it 

was easy to find the way back to the class, as the laughter of the teacher and the learning 

counsellor could be heard far in the school corridor. It was tangible, that laughter 

intensified their connection. Both of them also enjoyed joking with the children.  

“Pupil C came to draw on chalk board (even though she knew it is not 

allowed). T joins the folly and makes jokes with C. C steals one of the chalks. 



 

 

 

T is waiting for the chalk with hands behind her back – C gives a pencil, they 

both laugh.” (Field journal) 

In this situation the teacher skilfully turned whingeing into joking and both teacher and the 

pupil could laugh at the potential conflict situation. This kind of solution might be 

unconceivable for an overbearing teacher, who in similar situation would have commanded 

the child. Teacher told, how in her opinion, authority is not something built through misuse 

of power. Many years of experience have shown her what might work in different 

situations. With this child humour worked mostly the best. The shared humour among 

class members seemed also to support the good connections.  

“Pupil B thinks about one task for a long time. LC notices this and goes to 

help him. LC lists “elative case-endings” “Minusta, sinusta, hänestä, 

meistä…”Pupil B starts to imitate LC and repeats”-sta, -sta,-sta, -sta. Both 

laugh. LC goes to help another pupil and hums something. Pupil B starts to 

hum the same at his place. LC and B look at each other and laugh.” (Field 

journal) 

Pupil B regarded imitating to be hilarious and joked about the Finnish case suffix “–sta”. 

The learning counsellor started to laugh as well. Laughing at the same matter is like 

sharing a common secret – it brings along a feeling of connectedness. Laughter also made 

the atmosphere relaxed and gave the feeling that not everything had to be taken seriously. 

Additionally to humour, also playing seemed to unite the pupils and relax the ambiance. To 

question ”Is it planned, that you have so much play and room for using imagination?” the 

teacher answered: 

“Yes it is, that has been the way how we have got for example pupil F into 

contact with the other children. We didn’t always have that many lego 

lessons. Or there was time for that on Friday’s game lesson. With play we 

have managed to calm down pupil F in the autumn. And then we have had so 

many small pupils, who have not quite been prepared for school. For them 

school days are really long. And not all of the pupils have legos or toys at 

home, so they have the possibility here. We adults are always close and if any 

conflicts occur, we help to solve them.” (Teacher, interview) 
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This semester, the teacher had given particularly much time for free play, as there were 

four first graders in the class. At the time of my observation period, the smallest children 

could play daily in the last lesson. When I did my practice in the class, the last lesson of 

each Friday was devoted to games. The teacher was ready to adjust her plans, if something 

else seemed better for the children. Free play was considered a pedagogical solution and 

served for many purposes. For the smallest children it was difficult to concentrate on 

studying for several hours, as well as being surrounded by a new language, which is also 

tiring. Free play offered them time to relax. Playing had brought the pupil F into contact 

with the other children and now she was closely befriended with another girl from the 

class. For one pupil playing gave the space to practice social competences with peers. He 

was really relentless and wanted everything to happen in his way. In the games he had to 

learn to make compromises. Playing with peers also supported the Finnish learning. One of 

these pupils could speak Finnish only a couple of words, but he used them all to make the 

other pupil understand.  

“Pupils K and E are playing together with legos, commenting in few Finnish 

words “katso, tämä, ei, stop, siivoa” “look, this, no, stop, clean”.” (Field 

journal) 

The pupil E could already speak Finnish really well, so he taught some words to his peer 

while playing. Though lack of common language was never an issue – children always 

found their way of communicating, and created sometimes even new languages while 

playing. The children themselves considered playing important. I asked one of the pupils to 

describe, what other class members could do so that she would enjoy being in the class. 

She responded: “Play with me and play with lego” (Pupil, interview) Another pupil 

explained: “This class is the best because they don’t give us any home work and we play.” 

(Pupil, questionnaire) The children clearly valued playing in the class. In addition to 

children playing with each other, sometimes the adults joined the children in play. One day 

the pupil F was playing alone and looked like she was searching for playing company. The 

learning counsellor noticed this, so she sat down on a carpet next to the pupil and began to 

tell a story of a princess, both were smiling. The pupil F was also speaking many words in 

Finnish. Humour and play bring the individual class members closer to each other. They 

blur the traditional division in classroom in directing adults and obeying children. Instead, 

the relationship among the pupils, the teacher and the learning counsellor could be 



 

 

 

described almost family like. The adults hold the reins but the relationships are based on 

compassion.  

In the previous chapters all the cornerstones have been presented separately, but naturally 

they are all connected and influence each other. In the following chapter I describe, how 

these individual cornerstones form a unity. 

5.2 Compassionate classroom atmosphere as a “holistic package” 

Below the class teacher´s response to the question “How would you define compassionate 

classroom atmosphere?”: 

”..Somehow we all have to feel good. I mean that it is safe and respectful, in 

relation to children and other adults, and the presence, like genuine encounter. 

That we are really all the time present and we recognize all those small 

nuances, which the children´s tone of voice, facial expressions or gestures have. 

It is like a whole package, where everything affects everything. It is seriously 

complex, that is difficult to separate it into pieces. It is like a holistic package.” 

(Teacher, interview) 

According to the class teacher, classroom atmosphere is a “holistic package” where many 

factors are involved which are all interlinked. The class teacher names safety, respect and 

genuine encounter as part of compassionate classroom atmosphere, but mentions that it is 

difficult to separate any pieces of it. All of the cornerstones influence one another and are 

even sometimes preconditions for each other. If the pupils do not feel themselves safe, it is 

difficult if not even impossible to support the other class members. On the other hand the 

support of others, for example with Finnish language, strengthens the feeling of safety. 

Another example could be the connection of respect and genuine encounter. Genuine 

encounter becomes possible only through the mutual respect and personal encounter 

reciprocally gives a feeling of respect. 

This description by the class teacher of classroom atmosphere as a “holistic package” 

corresponds with the theory of classroom atmosphere where it is defined as a complex 

construct of social, physical and organizational factors’ interaction, which is not a stable 

state but rather an ever-changing construction (Gillen, Wright, & Spink, 2011, p. 66). In 

this research on compassionate classroom atmosphere, the emphasis was especially on the 
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social factors, as compassion develops in social interaction. Physical and organizational 

facts were influencing the compassionate classroom atmosphere in the background. In the 

observations, classroom environment seemed to support the compassionate classroom 

atmosphere as it offered different places for learning.  

“For some independent tasks, T sends pupils to the sofa, separate table or 

carpet. Today A was playing learning games on the sofa, C and F where 

making puzzle on the floor and B was doing written exercises on a separate 

table.” (Field journal) 

In a preparatory class different places for learning are especially useful, as there is a high 

need for differentiation. The colourful sofas and carpets also seemed to have a relaxing 

effect – some children used to lie on a sofa side by side after the school day. In the 

interview the class teacher commented on classroom atmosphere; “Ihimiset sen tekee!” 

“People make it!” – She regarded the social interactions to be more important for 

classroom atmosphere than the physical environment. Also the learning counsellor nodded 

corroboratively. Hence, I would define comfortable classroom environment rather as a 

supportive factor for compassionate classroom atmosphere than as a compulsory element. 

  



 

 

 

6 Ethics and reliability of my research 

In December 2015 I contacted the class teacher and asked, whether I could conduct my 

research on compassionate classroom atmosphere in her class. She gave her promise 

immediately and soon after, I visited the school to explain my research plans more 

detailed. The pupils and their parents were given a research permit, where the research was 

explained and the parents could choose together with their child, whether the child could 

participate in the research or not (Attachment1). These research permits were given in 

three different languages, to avoid communication problems and to ensure that the 

information was understood. Still, I am not sure, how well the English and Finnish 

versions of the research permits were understood, as neither English nor Finnish was the 

mother tongue of the participants. Nevertheless, all the children were given the permit. I 

ensured the anonymity of my research for all the participants, and therefore no names and 

no location are mentioned in this thesis. 

Finding my own position in the class was surprisingly difficult. I had earlier accomplished 

a practice in the same class, consequently I was more familiar with giving lessons and 

guiding pupils instead of quietly writing notes in the back of the class. Berg and Lune 

(2014, p. 209) note that the researcher should see as an insider and think as an outsider. 

Seeing as an insider was easy, as I was physically in the class for the observation period. 

Thinking as an outsider was more challenging, as the school environment is so familiar for 

me as a teacher student. My solution was taking the role of a participative observer. This 

gave me the possibility to participate in the daily happenings and interact naturally with all 

the class members, and simultaneously I had enough time to write my notes. If I had been 

observing only, it would have been more difficult to build a trustful connection with the 

class members. On the other hand the close connection to the class members made me 

ponder; how ethical it is to stay a couple of weeks in a class, strive for trustful relationships 

with the research participants and just leave once the research in done. I am especially 

concerned about this “trust breaking”, as some of the children might be sensitive towards 

loosing trustful relationships because of past incidents. To mitigate the effects of leaving, I 

visited the class several times after the research period. Some children were certainly 

happy to see me again. 
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Having a researcher in the classroom was clearly a new situation for most of the children. 

At the beginning of my observation period, I explained the children what I was going to do 

and for how long I will be observing the class. However, some pupils were still confused. 

On my second observation day, J and H pupils came to look, what I was doing. I told them 

what I had written at last and showed them my notes. They were surprised about the 

amount of text. Soon also G pupil came to look at my notes and asked me what I was 

doing. G can already speak Finnish very well, so I explained her quite detailed about my 

master thesis. G listened carefully. It was important for me to keep my research role as 

transparent as possible. 

Openness in general was important for my research. The versatile use of literature, 

transparent analysing process, several citations from data and my reflection on different 

research phases give the reader the possibility to evaluate the reliability of my research. 

Instead of generalizations, I emphasize thorough research, in which the complexities of this 

classroom are of greater importance. Ethical codes have accompanied me through the 

whole research process. According to Hakala and Hynninen (2007), ethnography is like an 

ethical encounter, where the researcher listens to the participants respecting their 

knowledge and meaning making, acknowledging simultaneously that their knowledge can 

never be knowledge of the researcher. The ethnographic knowledge is rather developed 

together with the participants. (Hakala & Hynninen, 2007, pp. 210-211.) Consequently, the 

defined cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere are the result of the research 

process, in which I was interacting with the research participants. 

In every phase of research it is important to reflect what, how and especially why 

something is being done (Creswell, 2006, pp. 244-249). During my research I wrote a 

diary, in which I collected all the thoughts that came along the research process - this made 

the reflection easier. Additionally, in a research that includes children, one has to be 

especially careful and pay well attention to ethical issues. Moreover, my research included 

participants, whose mother tongue is other than Finnish. This had to be taken into account 

when analysing the responses of children in the questionnaire and interview. Still, some 

misunderstandings are possible. As I had already accomplished a practice in the same 

preparatory class, I was familiar with communicating with Finnish as second language 

learners and strived to take this into account in my own interaction. Additionally, it is 

important to be reflexive with the field notes and analyse them critically and think what 

kind of presumptions, perception and beliefs might have influenced the observation 



 

 

 

(Lappalainen, 2007, p. 115). Altogether I have been ten weeks in this class, eight weeks of 

practice in spring 2015 and two weeks of observation in winter 2016. Experiences from the 

practice period in the class had given me presumptions of the compassionate classroom 

atmosphere and facts which might support it. I consider this pre-knowledge to be important 

for my research. If I had only spent the two observation weeks in the class, I would not 

have had enough time to get to know the social system of this class that deeply.  

Syrjälä (2014, pp. 8-9) lists a few methods, that secure the reliability of a research. In the 

beginning of the research, while doing the literature review, triangulation is important. It 

means using diverse sources, theories and researchers. If any contradictory research 

outcomes can be found, it is necessary to address the contraries and analyse their meaning 

in one‘s own research. During my observation period I also observed moments, where the 

compassionate classroom atmosphere was not fully present. For example sometimes, the 

learning counsellor or teacher, like any other human, was so tired that she did not beam the 

usual cheerfulness. At times, also the children had fights, where compassion was absent. 

Hence, I do not claim the classroom would have been completely compassionate all the 

time. As my research focus was on compassionate classroom atmosphere, I concentrated 

on the facts, which seemed to support the development of compassion. 

Syrjälä (2014, pp. 8-9) continues that during the fieldwork it is important to reflect on the 

relationship between oneself as a researcher and interviewees. I already knew the teacher, 

the learning counsellor and some of the pupils from my earlier practice. The close 

connection to them may bring along its challenges; is it possible to be objective and does it 

influence the answers of the participants or my interpretations of observations? 

Ethnography has been criticized for its risk to lean on researcher’s subjective 

interpretations (Metsämuuronen, 2006, p. 96). Though, Spindler and Hammond (2005) see 

subjectivity as an advantage of ethnographic research. With the “acknowledgement of 

emotions, biases and predispositions” it can enhance the understanding of the studied 

subject. Reflections can be used as a tool to examine those. Also, as the reality is seen as 

socially constructed, it can be best understood through interaction between researcher and 

participants. (Spindler & Hammond, 2005, pp. 35-36.) 

The main emphasis of my data analysis is on the ethnographic observations and the 

teacher’s and learning counsellor’s interview, which complemented each other as research 

methods. As I also wanted to make the children’s voice heard, I asked older pupils to 
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respond to three questions, interviewed shortly two younger pupils and two other young 

pupils drew a picture which presented their perspective of a nice class. I acknowledge that 

the data collected from the children is much weaker than the rest of the data as it consists 

only of a couple of sentences and a picture. In a future research, I would give the children a 

more central role. Even though, I wanted to keep this as part of my study as it gives 

children’s own perspective to the compassionate classroom atmosphere. While forming the 

questions, pupils’ Finnish level and age had to be taken into consideration and the 

questions had to be as simple but simultaneously as comprehensive as possible. Most of 

the original citations of pupils, teacher and learning counsellor were in Finnish, so I have 

translated them as accurately as possible into English. In some cases the citations have 

been slightly modified to make them more understandable. A few of children’s responses 

were in their mother tongue. In the translation of these responses I got supported by a 

friend, who shares the same mother tongue with some of the children. 

  



 

 

 

7 Discussion 

Many people consider the classroom atmosphere in this preparatory class “lovely”. I am 

one of them. This atmosphere seems to give great conditions for the growth of compassion. 

Only the question concerning the lovely classroom atmosphere “But what is it exactly, 

when you take it apart, like where it comes from?”(Teacher, interview) remained open. 

After my thorough ethnographic research, I have found that compassionate classroom 

atmosphere of this preparatory class is built on eight cornerstones, which are safety, 

respect, contentment with profession and studies, good social relationships, trust, genuine 

encounter, support and humour and play. The teacher described classroom atmosphere as a 

“holistic package”, where everything is interlinked. All of these cornerstones are necessary 

for the compassionate classroom atmosphere and they all influence each other. The 

following figure shows how compassionate classroom atmosphere is like an octagon, 

which is built on the eight cornerstones in the interaction of the learning counsellor, the 

teacher and all the pupils. 

 

Figure 1 Cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere are built in the interaction 

of individual class members 
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In earlier literature, classroom atmosphere has been defined as “a complex construction of 

social, physical and organizational aspects” (Gillen, Wright, & Spink, 2011, p. 66). Gillen, 

Wright and Spink have researched classroom atmosphere in general. In my thesis, I focus 

on the compassionate side of classroom atmosphere, where the social aspect is especially 

important. According to Kessler (2000, p. 23), compassion “reveals sympathetic concern 

for others and desire to help them” which stresses the social aspect of compassion. Even 

though all class members are essential in order to form the cornerstones, the pedagogical 

skills of teacher and learning counsellor played a key role in the compassionate classroom 

atmosphere. Both of them were sensitive to children’s feelings and adjusted the lessons 

accordingly. Additionally, their own behaviour modelled the respectful and supportive 

interaction. Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, pp. 13-15) discovered that compassion will develop 

gradually while observing adults’ reactions in different situation. According to my 

research, the adults’ role model is meaningful for the development of compassion but it is 

rather a supportive factor than a cornerstone. Additionally, as my research has shown, 

children do not only learn from adult’s reactions, but also from each other. One of the 

children responded in the questionnaire “If a new pupil comes, I am friendly and try to 

help”. (Pupil, questionnaire) 

Safety, in turn, is one of the cornerstones. In this preparatory class, pupils’ feeling of safety 

was supported by constructive solutions of conflict situations, routines and support in 

Finnish language. According to Kohli (2011), safety is especially important for the 

children, who have just arrived to their new home country, as school offers possibilities to 

learn the local language and customs. These adaptive strategies give the possibility to 

“recover an ordinary way of life” (Kohli, 2011, pp. 313-314.) Additionally, Kia-Keating 

and Ellis, who have researched young refugees’ belonging to school, discovered that in 

schools these pupils may build trustful relationships, make commitments and act in a 

valuable manner with others (Kia-Keating & Ellis, 2007, p. 30). In the studied preparatory 

class, all of the pupils had arrived to Finland with their family for different reasons. 

However, all children were surrounded by the new culture and language and herby the 

importance of safety was highlighted as part of compassionate classroom atmosphere in 

this class. 

Respect as basis of compassion has been confirmed in the earlier literature. Ruiz and 

Mínguez (2001, p. 163) argue that the source and motive of compassion lie in the dignity 

of every human being. Because we are all precious, we can be compassionate and receive 



 

 

 

compassion. Arnot, Pinson and Candappa (2009, p. 253) see the source of compassion in 

the sense of shared humanity. In the class this could be seen through the reciprocal respect. 

Every class member was considered valuable, or like the learning counsellor formulated 

“Everyone is as worthy and we care about everyone“. (Learning counsellor, interview) 

This became evident in their interaction - everyone was treated equally in a respectful 

manner.  

In the literature, emotional and social competences are considered to be important for 

enhancement of compassion (Salmon, 2003, p. 168; Ruiz & Vallejos, 1999, p. 66). In my 

research these competences can be seen as preconditions for compassionate interaction. 

Sometimes these competences had to be practiced. For example pupil K was short-

tempered. Therefore, the class teacher purposely guided pupil K into situations, where he 

would learn to be more patient. Social competences are crucial for building good social 

relationships. Playing gave fruitful possibility for practicing different social and emotional 

competences and making friends. Good social relationships were essential for the 

compassionate classroom atmosphere. Among children the relationships had required 

work, whereas teacher and learning counsellor were like true soul mates. As the teacher 

and learning counsellor shared the same values and were even on same level of humour, 

their cooperation worked seamlessly. 

One of the surprising outcomes of my research was the great importance of contentment 

towards profession and studies. If this aspect was not present in the class, it would be truly 

difficult, if not even impossible to have compassionate classroom atmosphere. Both 

teacher and learning counsellor like their profession “enormously”, which was reflected in 

the encounters with children. They were truly concerned about pupils’ wellbeing, had 

always a positive tone in their voice and did their best to make pupils learn well. They 

worked with heart and soul every day. As the lessons were well planned and teaching 

methods were motivating, also the pupils enjoyed their studies. Freire (1998, p. 126) 

argues that teaching is for many “vocation”, which makes the teachers to “fulfil as best 

they can their commitment and do it with love”.  

The commitment of the teacher and the learning counsellor to their profession was 

reflected in the way they faced each child personally– like a genuine encounter. Teacher 

and learning counsellor were observing the children constantly and adjusted the activities 

so that they corresponded to mood and strengths of the children in that moment. According 
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to Kauppinen (2007, p. 83) genuine encounter consists of presence, interaction and 

considering everyone’s feelings. Genuine encounter was based on the reciprocal trust of 

individual class members. Everyone’s thoughts and concerns were heard and taken 

seriously. Even-handed treatment also promoted the feeling of trust, as the pupils could be 

certain that they will receive their personal attention. Teacher and learning counsellor also 

trusted each other and could always count on each other’s help. 

Helping and supporting in other forms were considered as essential parts of positive 

interaction among the class members. Children were cheered and praised also for small 

advancements, which made pupils more secure and motivated in using Finnish language. 

Empathy was present in all the interactions. Teacher’s and learning counsellor’s 

cooperation worked well and they helped each other whenever needed. Also the pupils 

supported each other. Some pupils shared the same mother tongue, so they could help each 

other especially language wise. Ruiz and Vallejos (1999, p. 5) define compassion as 

empathy in action, actively pursuing towards wellbeing of others’. This active side of 

compassion became evident in the class through the various ways of support.  

The eighth cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere is humour and play as 

connecting factors, which gives the final touch for compassionate classroom atmosphere 

and seems to increase the feeling of interconnectedness among the class members. 

Importance of humour was new to my research, as earlier studies have not associated 

humour with compassion. However, Huss (2008, p. 31) finds that humour is connected to 

good classroom atmosphere as it increases the “sense of community” and “feeling of 

belonging” and “diminishes anxiety”. In the classroom, humour and play brought 

individual class members closer to each other and made the whole ambience relaxed. 

Playing also enhanced pupil’s imagination. Imagination gives the tools to think of 

alternative actions and better conditions of life (Wulf, 2002, p. 265; Hamington, 2010, p. 

676), which are essential parts of compassion. 

On the basis of my research outcomes I argue that compassionate classroom atmosphere, 

which lies on the eight cornerstones, gives good conditions for the growth of compassion 

and finally leads to development of compassion in each class member. This circle 

functions also the other way round. Because of each class member’s compassion, the 

classroom atmosphere becomes compassionate and the interlinked cornerstones are 



 

 

 

strengthened. The following Figure 2 “Development of compassion in a classroom” 

pictures this process.  

       

 

 

Figure 2 Development of compassion in a classroom 

Nevertheless, I did not study the development of individual’s compassion, which may 

derive from compassionate classroom atmosphere. Still, it is reasonable to argue, that 

compassionate classroom atmosphere stirs up individual’s compassion. Whether 

compassionate classroom atmosphere fosters the development of individual’s compassion 

is worth studying in a follow-up research. 

The development of compassion does not happen in a vacuum. It is connected to the 

surrounding system – each class member’s personal life, school as a whole and society in 

general. In order to interact in a compassionate manner with each other, all the individuals 

need to feel good and balanced. The teacher argued “I think, that from own balance and 

wellbeing results that one is able to be the happy and cheerful one and one hopes that it 

would be transmitted also to children and generate something how they treat someone 

else.” (Teacher, interview) For the teacher, a good working partner is essential for her 

personal wellbeing, which serves as a basis of her cheerful teaching style. If the individuals 

were not feeling well, they could not interact positively and compassionate classroom 

atmosphere would be impossible.  

Arnot, Pinson and Candappa (2009) see the source of compassion in the sense of shared 

humanity. When pupils and teachers are compassionate, they are concerned about 
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wellbeing of others. (Arnot, Pinson, & Candappa, 2009, p. 253.) The teacher emphasized 

the importance of children’s wellbeing in the interview “It is just like LC said. When we 

talk about values, and how you prioritize your being here. I think that for both of us 

children are always the number one. And their wellbeing and the like, that the learning 

comes kind of as second.”(Teacher, interview) For both teacher and learning counsellor the 

wellbeing of children comes always as first and learning comes second. This could also be 

observed in the classroom. As pupils arrived to school, they were greeted warmly and 

asked how they are. If there was any reason to be concerned, the issues were discussed 

immediately. 

Hence, individual’s wellbeing is the precondition for growth of compassion and 

simultaneously it is the motive to act compassionately. This finding is in contrast to earlier 

literature, which has considered suffering as motive of compassion (cf. Crisp, 2008, p. 245; 

Oxford, 2013; Poppo, 2006, p. 33; Ruiz & Mínguez, 2001, p. 16; Gyatso 2005, p. 49; Dass 

and Bush 1992, pp. 3-5). There was no need to “free others from suffering” – rather the 

love towards the other class members and the will to ensure their wellbeing motivated all 

the compassionate acts. I even argue that compassionate classroom atmosphere leads to 

increase of individual’s wellbeing. The wellbeing is being influenced by several factors 

inside and outside of school. As wellbeing is such a complex concept, it would go beyond 

the scope of this thesis to discuss the connection of wellbeing and compassion in further 

detail. In this research, I concentrated on finding the cornerstones of compassionate 

classroom atmosphere and left wellbeing consciously aside. Nevertheless, it would be 

worth studying this connection in a future research.  

My research in this preparatory class also provided some indications that compassionate 

classroom atmosphere might support the integration of the pupils. When the pupils feel 

safe, respected, content with their studies and have trustful relationships, are encountered 

genuinely, receive support and strengthen the relationships by playing and laughing 

together, it is certainly easier to feel welcome in the new home country. Whether and how 

compassionate classroom atmosphere supports the integration of immigrant children may 

be studied in a further research. 

  



 

 

 

8 Conclusions 

I have found out that compassionate classroom atmosphere is built on eight cornerstones, 

which are safety, respect, contentment with profession and studies, good social 

relationships, trust, genuine encounter, support and humour and play. Based on my 

research outcomes, I argue that compassionate classroom atmosphere offers optimal 

conditions for the development of compassion. My own definition of compassion as a 

“deep feeling of interconnectedness and respect for dignity, which appears in empathy and 

turns into action as soon as needed” was confirmed in the class. All class members truly 

cared about each other, which could be seen in the warm, compassionate manner how they 

interacted with each other. Always when it was necessary, they were ready to support other 

class members.  

What if all the schools were built on these same cornerstones? Would it lead to 

development of compassion in all the pupils and consequently lead to a better future? Ruiz 

and Minguez (2001, pp. 156-166) argue that if people were more compassionate, they 

would use their knowledge for common good instead of continual competition and 

domination. Further, according to Ruiz and Minguez, ethic of compassion is even political, 

as it questions the inequality itself. Rashedi, Plante and Callister (2015, p. 134) claim that 

cultivation of compassion is especially important in the younger generations, as “the 

complex challenges of the globalized future rest in their hands”. Already today in the 

current situation of the world, where conflicts chase people away from their homes, 

compassion is needed. I am convinced that compassion would lead to a better future, where 

people would truly care about their fellow human beings and would do their best to support 

each other. 

The research process has accumulated knowledge on optimal conditions for growth of 

compassion in the classroom and based on my ethnographic research I have defined the 

cornerstones of compassionate classroom atmosphere. Compassion in the context of school 

is a research area, which has not been widely studied and has definitely potential for 

further research. In addition, the research has been meaningful for my personal 

professional development. The ethnographic observation, interview and children’s 

perspective have given several inspiring ideas for my future career and deepened my 

passion towards teaching. I hope this research gives inspiration also for the reader to reflect 
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on the great possibilities of compassion and how to construct good conditions for its 

growth. As a future teacher, I will do my best to reach a classroom atmosphere, where 

everyone loves. 
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Attachment 1 

RESEARCH PERMIT 

Dear parents and pupils, 

I’m a teacher student from the University of Oulu. I’m interested in compassionate and 

caring classroom atmosphere in preparatory class (valo-luokka). I will conduct my 

master’s thesis research in ______ preparatory class, because I think this class is really 

compassionate. The results of this research will help to develop Finnish preparatory 
education so that it will take the pupils’ needs even better into consideration. 

As part of my research I will interview the class teacher and observe the class in January 

2016 for two weeks. I will observe the class as a whole, NOT individual pupils. I will also 

interview some children. 

Names of pupils, name of school NOR name of town are mentioned in my research. 

For my master’s thesis research I need parent’s and child’s allowance.  

Please return this research allowance by 16.12.2015! 

 

Pupil’s name____________________________________ 

My child can take part in master’s thesis research “Compassionate classroom atmosphere 

in preparatory class” 

            YES 

 

            NO 

 

Date and place 

____.____.2015  ___________________________________ 

 

Caretaker’s signature_________________________________________________ 

Pupil’s signature_____________________________________________________ 

 

Have a nice holiday time! 

Kind regards, 

Emilia Saarinen 

If you have any questions about my research, please contact me per e-mail: 

emilia.saarinen@student.oulu.fi 

 

 


